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Abstract
NANOPARTICLES FOR GENE THERAPY AND PROTEIN DELIVERY TO INDUCE ANGIOGENESIS AS AN ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT FOR PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL DISEASE

Linda Noukeu, Ph.D
The University of Texas at Arlington, 2018

Supervising professor: Kytaï T. Nguyen

Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is defined as a slow, progressive disorder of the lower extremity arterial vessels characterized by chronic narrowing that often results in occlusion and is associated with loss of functional capacity. Although the PAD occurrence rate is increasing in the elderly population, outcomes with current treatment strategies are suboptimal. Hence, there is an urgent need to develop new technologies that overcome limitations of traditional modalities for PAD detection and therapy. In this research, nanoparticles have been developed and used as carriers for various therapeutic agents to treat PAD.

In particular, via protein/gene delivery, we developed and formulated nanoparticles (NPs) loaded with Erythropoietin (Epo) protein and/or complimentary deoxyribonucleic acid (cDNA) plasmids of the Epo receptor (EpoR) to enhance angiogenesis and/or restore vessel functions for use as an alternative PAD treatment. Epo and EpoR signaling pathways are selected for this research as they have been shown to play an important role in angiogenesis, cellular protection and proliferation of endothelial cells under the oxidative stress and hypoxic conditions, especially that of the ischemia. We observed that the fabricated NPs showed positive surface charges with average diameters of around 200 nm, demonstrated a sustained release of the payloads (e.g. Epo and EpoR cDNA), and maintained their stability in different
aqueous solutions. In addition, these NPs were hemocompatible with very low levels of hemolysis and produced a blood clotting time similar to that of the normal control. Moreover, these NPs were cyto-compatible with HUVECs, and the cellular uptake was dose-dependent. Despite no synergism observed in EpoR/Epo NPs compared to that of either Epo NPs or EpoR NPs, all three NPs (e.g. Epo NPs, EpoR NPs, and EpoR/Epo NPs) demonstrated to have potential angiogenic properties in HUVECs via enhanced cell proliferation, a boost in cell migration, provided cell protection in the stressed condition, and promoted tube formation under hypoxia compared to those of control (blank) NPs, free reagents, and no treatment.

Lastly, we focused on applying gene therapy as a therapeutic approach in inducing angiogenesis in the ischemic hindlimb mice. We formulate and characterized NPs loaded with either single or a combination of sense and antisense cDNA plasmids to enhance angiogenesis and restore vessel functions in the ischemic tissues. The investigated nanoparticles are EpoR NPs, RopE NPs (or anti-sense erythropoietin receptor cDNA) and EpoR/RopE NPs. For this study, we investigated how these NPs effectively improved angiogenesis in vitro and in vivo and whether a combination used is better than that of a single one. EpoR is selected for this research for its important role in inducing angiogenesis, maintaining cell protection, and facilitating proliferation of endothelial cells under oxidative stress and hypoxic conditions, especially those exposed to ischemia, while Rope has been reported for increasing EpoR protein expression. From this work, we can conclude that the fabricated positive surface charge NPs had an average diameter of around 200 nm and demonstrated a biphasic release (burst and sustained) of the payloads, EpoR, RopE, and/or EpoR/RopE cDNA plasmids. They also facilitated cell proliferation, provided cell protection, and induced cell migration properties in vitro. In the ischemic tissue, via angiogenesis, these NPs restored limb functions by its rapid, improved secretion of angiogenic proteins, capillary density, blood flow reperfusion and stronger muscle strength properties.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is portrayed by chronic narrowing of the arteries in the lower extremities and often results in the occlusion and/or loss of functionality. Damage to the endothelial wall lining often alters its native extracellular matrix (ECM) architecture, leading to a narrowed vessel and impaired delivery of oxygen-rich blood to organs, and this is one of the common problems associated with PAD development. PAD affects around 12 million people in the United States, especially elderly males 65 years and older, and it is linked to high morbidity and mortality rates. Conventional modes of detection (Ankle Brachial Index or ABI, Toe Brachial Index or TBI, and angiography) and treatment (medicine, surgical bypass, endovascular techniques, and cell-based therapies) of PAD are limited by expensive associated costs, inability for early detection, fibrotic complications, adverse drug side effects, and insignificant changes in ABI reading and/or total oxygen pressure after cell-based therapies.

Conventional PAD detection is often performed using an Ankle-Brachial Index (ABI). As the most frequently used test, ABI measures the ratio of pressure in the brachium to that in the ankle, while the patient is at rest using a handheld Doppler ultrasound device. With a 95% sensitivity, readings of ≥1.30, 0.91-1.29, 0.41-0.90, and ≤0.40 are interpreted as non-compressible, normal, mild-moderate and severe PAD, respectively. ABI has many limitations, including lacking the ability to assess the exact severity of the disease, especially in individuals with calcified vessels, patients with poor blood flow, obesity, or non-compliant behaviors. The Toe Brachial Index (TBI) is often carried out on individuals with non-
compressible, calcified arteries to detect the presence of PAD via measuring the systolic pressure of either the big toe or the second toe and comparing it to the higher systolic pressure in both arms. With TBI, PAD can be detected in patients with measurements as high as 0.70 (abnormal arteries) using a plethysmography. However, limitations of TBI include its expensive cost, its failure to detect early stages of atherosclerosis and its almost exclusively used on patients with suspected or unknown arterial injuries. Additionally, suggestions on a positive/negative correlation between the severity of PAD and the biomarker levels such as serum bilirubin, N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide, plasma C-reactive protein (CRP), von Willebrand factor (vWF), interleukin 6 (IL-6), red cell folate, vitamin B12, total homocysteine miR-16, miR-363, and miR-15b are used to detect the presence of PAD. However, detection of PAD via biomarkers is still in its early stages and has only been applied to a small number of cohorts. Lastly, images produced by angiography have also been reported, but they are limited with the risks of renal toxicity and catheter trauma, and systemic complications from the use of contrast agents. Lastly, elastography and dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI are deemed very beneficial for detailed information, however, this tool often causes systemic fibrosis in patients with kidney diseases due to its use of exogenous gadolinium based contrast agents.

For treatment of PAD, conventional PAD therapy could be categorized as non-invasive and invasive therapy. Non-invasive therapy towards treatment of PAD includes, but is not limited to, preventive management of the associated risk factors (e.g. hypercholesterolemia, hypertension, and smoking) with physical rehabilitation, medicinal approaches such as statin therapy, lipid inhibitors, beta-blockers and diuretics, Ramipril administration, and cell based therapy. However, these therapeutic approaches have shortcomings. For instance, preventive treatments are only effective for patients who are motivated and committed to completing the program, and most of these
programs are not covered by health insurance.\textsuperscript{38} Despite its common use, medicinal approach could have negative impacts. For instance, when administered as single or combination drugs to PAD patients, complications such as life threatening bleeding, cardiac complications, and liver problems can occur.\textsuperscript{7} On the other hand, invasive PAD therapies such as surgical bypass, endovascular intervention,\textsuperscript{39} angioplasty balloon catheters,\textsuperscript{40} and bare metal stents\textsuperscript{41, 42} have been reported for PAD treatment. Despite improving blood flow to tissues and organs, these therapeutic approaches are limited by availability of venous vessels, evasion of treating diseased vessels, impaired blood flow at the donor site, limited applications in cases of extremely diseased arteries,\textsuperscript{43} excessive blood loss, bleeding issues post operation, and compressing lipid plaques onto the endothelial wall; hence evading their eradication from the disease arterial vessels.\textsuperscript{44} Stent implantation has been reported to cause stent fractures\textsuperscript{45} and progressive problems, which require repeated insertion and revascularization.\textsuperscript{46} Other limitations include vascular trauma and endothelium denudation from balloon angioplasty and/or stents. Furthermore, due to the anatomical location of arteries such as the femoral and popliteal, forces of bending, stretching, and crushing exerted on the muscles promote complications post stent implantation such as stent fractures and/or dislocation.\textsuperscript{47}

Thus, there is a crucial need for development of reliable detection tools and effective treatment options for PAD to improve the patients’ quality of life and to reduce morbidity and mortality rates. Today, despite being in its early stages, nanotechnology stands out as a promising alternative path towards diagnostic, therapeutic and theranostic approaches to detect and treat PAD (\textbf{Figure 1.1}). Nanoparticles for use in PAD detection and therapy are reviewed in detail in addition to a brief discussion about current diagnosis and treatment modalities.
1.2. Application of Nanoparticles for PAD Detection

With its emerging uses in the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of several diseases, nanotechnology shows excellent promise in improving health globally for PAD patients, including morbidity and mortality rates. Previous PAD detection tools produced images of changes in tissue appearance but could not confirm whether those changes represent a disease state. Thus, there is an absolute need for new, improved diagnostic strategies for PAD, especially those that can identify various stages of this disease. Through nanotechnology, investigators and clinicians employ the use of very small structures often less than 100 nm, to effectively localize and determine events occurring in ailing vessels. Developed imaging tools help to detect PAD early and determine what therapeutic route will work best for eradicating disease in the patient in particular, and the overall population in general (Figure 1.2).
Diseased vessels are usually characterized by lipid retention, expression of cellular adhesion molecules, destruction of endothelial cells, production of macrophages, and formation of plaque. Often observed during the different stages of inflammation, these characteristics serve as potential molecular imaging probes for detecting PAD. Molecular imaging is a subset of imaging which involves the depiction and evaluation of any biological process at the cellular and sub-cellular levels via the application use of imaging modalities.
including cardiac magnetic resonance molecular imaging (CMRI), computed tomography (CT), optical coherence tomography (OCT), nuclear techniques, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and fluorescence.\cite{49} In other words, these non-invasive imaging modalities permit the visualization of cells and sub-cellular components ranging from angstroms to centimeters in any living organism. Unlike the traditional approach of diagnostics using bare contrast agents, which have poor half-lives and high levels of toxicity, researchers sought to incorporate these imaging probes into nanoparticles (particles <100 nm in dimension) to overcome these limitations.\cite{50} Despite being in its infancy stages, the application of nano-platforms as diagnostic tools for PAD has growing potential. The integration of these various contrast/imaging reagents to nanoparticles produces images that are used to evaluate the progress of PAD in mice and to monitor the delivery of the therapeutic agents effectively (Figure 1.3).\cite{51} These nanoprobes have more advantageous biomedical applications due to amplified signals, enhanced binding affinity/specificity, and increased imaging capacity via the use of a single nanoparticle attached with several imaging labels for multiple imaging modalities.\cite{52} Furthermore, nanotechnology has tapped into the use of multiple biomarkers such as: B type natriuretic peptide, homocysteine, and C-reactive protein, due to the unsatisfactory detective power of individual biomarkers.\cite{53} Detection of an existing arterial injury could also be achieved via these new nanosensory devices (Table 1.1). This revolution was further reported in the in vivo detection of biomarkers using a selective ion detection nanoparticle probe to quantify the level of potassium during hypoxic conditions.\cite{54}
Table 1.1 Common Nanoparticles used in Detecting PAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of NPs</th>
<th>Size [nm]</th>
<th>Contrast agent</th>
<th>Targeting ligand</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liposome with MNPs</td>
<td>300–350</td>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>LM609</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Detected angiogenic regions.</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Enhanced and detailed images of rabbit arteries.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM-PFCNPs</td>
<td>175–200</td>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>Fumaglin</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Strong MRI signal compared to that of control NPs.</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MION-47</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Fe₃O₄</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Quantified macrophages by T₂ signal intensity.</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Decreased T₂ signal intensity in atherosclerotic lesions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>MSR (CD204)</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>70% signal intensity increased from arterial wall.</td>
<td>[64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Localization of NPs in macrophage regions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUSPIO</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>Fe₃O₄</td>
<td>[MDA]β2G8/K17 antibody</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Great arterial wall diffusion.</td>
<td>[70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Minimal signal at injured sites.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIO</td>
<td>&lt;100</td>
<td>Fe₃O₄</td>
<td>Aminopropyl trimethoxysilane (APTS)</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>At least four weeks monitoring capacity.</td>
<td>[71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Wide hypointensity from treatment site.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipid based</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>CD36</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>-Targeted human macrophages located at the plaque.</td>
<td>[63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Large signal intensity at fibrous plaque region.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YUSPIO</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>maghemite</td>
<td>rlgG4 TEG4 antibody</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Fluorescent shift observed when compared to that of blank NPs.</td>
<td>[84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>γ-Fe₂O₃</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Cross signal loss from treated platelets.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNP</td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Sx: higher deflection slope post treatment.</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Macrophages within tissues were independent of the optical properties of tissues.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNR</td>
<td>40 × 18 [L × W]</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>-Higher GNR average slopes than baseline slope (0.827 vs 0.194).</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Discrimination detection of GNR.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNP</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>Au-HDL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Primarily localized in macrophages.</td>
<td>[83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Detailed macrophage composition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNS</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td>Anti-eGFR</td>
<td>OCT</td>
<td>Increase in photothermal emission (300%) from labeled GNS-treated cells over that of controls.</td>
<td>[95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA/PEG</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>¹⁸⁷⁷Cu</td>
<td>C-type natriuretic factor (CANF)</td>
<td>PET</td>
<td>-PET imaging confirmed blood flow restoration in ischemic limb after treatment.</td>
<td>[101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Significant tracer uptake by ischemic mice over that of controls.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micelles</td>
<td>11–110</td>
<td>Diododecyl oxacarboxyanine perchlorate (DOD)</td>
<td>oxLDL</td>
<td>Fluorescence</td>
<td>Upon release and diffusion of DiO, energy transfer caused shift in emission peak.</td>
<td>[122]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Threefold to fourfold inhibition of oxLDL uptake.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micelles</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Cy7 labeled CREA</td>
<td>Pentapeptide</td>
<td>Fluorescence</td>
<td>-High fluorescent intensity in atherosclerotic regions.</td>
<td>[125]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Fluorescent micelles vs blank micelle (200,000 vs 5100 au).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAM micelles</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Cy7</td>
<td>MCP-1</td>
<td>Fluorescence</td>
<td>-Detected early and late atherosclerosis.</td>
<td>[126]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Cy7 micelles bound more to injured arteries in late stage than early stage atherosclerosis (5 × 10⁶ radiance (p/s/cm²/µsr)) vs 3 × 10⁵ radiance (p/s/cm²/µsr)).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.3. Nanoparticles and their current detection tools. NPs can be fabricated using different synthetic and metal-based biomaterials. These NPs can be analyzed via the use of imaging tools such as optical imaging, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), optical coherence tomography (OCT), positron electron tomography (PET), and many more. Abbreviation: gold nanoparticle (GNP), lipid ultra-small paramagnetic iron oxide (LUSPIO), magnetic iron oxide nanoparticle (MION), super paramagnetic iron oxide (SPIO), and ultra-small paramagnetic iron oxide (USPIO).

1.2.1. Nanoparticles and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

MRI is a noninvasive technique involving high spatial resolution and excellent soft tissue contrast expressed via signal loss. This signal is produced by contrast agents following their accumulation in vasculature, and detected by the MRI modality providing functional, phenotypical and molecular information. Although MRI is a commonly used imaging tool, these have been reported to produce ineffective and imprecise images due to endogenous contrast agents. Therefore, exogenous contrast agents have been studied to produce improved images, with the potential to detect both the localization and characterization of atherosclerotic plaque.\textsuperscript{[55]} For instance, in a normal artery, the expression of $\alpha_\text{v}\beta_3$ integrin is minimal, whereas in atherosclerotic vessels, this integrin is highly expressed, and thus serves as a biomarker for
Tagged with $\alpha_\beta_3$ antibodies, Gd-loaded liposome nanoparticles enhanced visibility of injured vessels in rabbits using MRI. Moreover, the expression of $\alpha_\beta_3$ vessels has been studied with designed paramagnetic perfluorocarbon nanoparticles (PM-PFCNPs) for early detection of atherosclerosis. Imaging from MRI reported that fumagillin-loaded PM-PFCNPs (175-200 nm) administered to rabbits resulted in decreased signals (~3%) when compared to that of untreated rabbits (~18%).

MRI application using nanoparticles has granted researchers and clinicians the ability to monitor the progress of PAD effectively via the inclusion of imaging agents, which are classified as T1 and T2 shortening agents. The former is based on the use of gadolinium, (Gd$^{3+}$), a contrast agent with the ability to brighten MRI images, while the latter revolves around iron oxide nanoparticles (Figure 1.4). T2 shortening agents such as magnetic iron oxide (Fe$_2$O$_3$, Fe$_3$O$_4$) participate in this imaging tool by facilitating extravasation within the vascular tissues, where they are up taken by macrophatic cells.

Figure 1.4. Nanoparticles and MRI. Nanostructures fabricated into A) liposomes loaded with T1 agent (gadolinium) and B) T2 agent (iron oxide) NPs can be modified by surface coating, targeting ligands and macrophage surface receptors to target cells within the blood vessels. Upon internalization of these T1 and T2 NPs, signal intensity varies within cells as Gadolinium produces brighter images while iron oxide produces darker MRI images.

[Image of nanoparticles and MRI diagram]
Gd$^{3+}$ is a positive contrast agent with seven unpaired electrons, where in the presence of water-based environments, produces strong magnetic fields that impact the water protons relaxation rate and produces long relaxation time (hence longer signals). When bound to disease vasculature, Gd$^{3+}$ produce brighter images upon signal detection by MRI. As a chelate, this heavy metal molecule may cause serious systemic toxicity issues. This issue is resolved by synthesis of nano-probes such as micelles, liposomes, and polymeric particles incorporated with Mn$^{2+}$ or Gd$^{3+}$ to produce nanoparticles with properties that provide brighter and more accurate T1-weighted MRI images. Incorporating Gd$^{3+}$ within nanoparticles will minimize risk of toxicity when deployed to diseased vasculature. Furthermore, NPs have been credited for their easy surface modification and high targeting capacity. For instance, Gadolinium Gd$^{3+}$-lipid nanoparticles labeled with CD36 antibodies were used to target human macrophages. MRI images from this study showed that the CD36-labeled lipid nanoparticles were able to detect and characterize atherosclerotic plaque, which could be used to further plan therapeutic options to prevent atherothrombotic events. The easy customization of NPs surface was also reported in micelles loaded with Gd$^{3+}$ to target the macrophage scavenger receptor (MSR) in atherosclerotic mouse models. NPs are so versatile for *in vivo* imaging because they can carry a larger amount of contrast agents than a single small molecule while minimizing systemic toxicity. T2 contrast agents, on the other hand, are negative contrast agents that produce dark images upon accumulation at a disease site. Due to their elevated magnetization properties, iron oxide NPs are commonly used as T2 agents. Customization of these nanoprobes is important as their shape, surface charge, and size has been found to affect the MRI signal. For instance, the improved tissue distinction properties of these iron oxide NPs are often attributed to their surfaces that are often coated with dextran or siloxane on the magnetite iron oxide core. The size of NPs is crucial in MRI application because magnetic concentration increases with the size of the nanoparticles. Detection of macrophages via
monocrystalline iron oxide nanoparticles (MION-47), superparamagnetic iron oxide (USPIO) NPs (~5 nm diameter core with a coated dextran layer ~10 nm thick), and 3-T MRI has been used for quantification of accumulated foam cells and the progressive assessment of atherosclerosis. Qualitative and informative images of rosuvastatin treated arteries revealed decreased macrophage content post-administration of MION-47 when compared to those of rabbit arteries that did not receive rosuvastatin (controls). Amirbekian et al. explored the uptake of macrophage scavenger receptor (MSR)-conjugated USPIO NPs by macrophatic foam cells to depict atherosclerosis in mice. There was approximately 79% of signal intensity upregulation compared to that of controls (non-targeted micelles) 24 hours post administration. Application of pro-angiogenic and pro-inflammatory oxidation specific epitopes (OSE) for PAD detection has also been explored. NPs are advantageous in *in vivo* detection because they can appropriately load large amounts of contrast and maintain their ability to travel systemically in the body as opposed to much larger structures. Designed lipid ultra-small iron oxide particles (LUSPIO NPs) conjugated with malondialdehyde [MDA]2 E06 and single-chain (IK17) Fv antibodies were specific for the detection of PAD and atherosclerotic plaque at high risk for rupture in this study. MRI images further showed a specific NP uptake localization at the injured areas compared to that of untargeted LUSPIOs (controls). Recently, aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTS)-coated iron oxide nanoparticles (APTS NPs) were employed to monitor cells transplanted within the ischemic hindlimb in mice. Reduced signals from 3T MRI scans revealed the localization and migration of the transplanted cells up to 4 weeks. A drawback using SPIOs with MRI is that local nanoparticle accumulation resulted in dark contrast images, making it difficult for quantitative analysis.

NPs for MRI have shown to be customizable to assess for biodistribution, bioavailability, biophysics, and *in vivo* detection. Despite, the positive attributes associated with nanoparticles and MRI, there still exist some limitations with using Gd$^{3+}$ as a contrast agent.
This includes report of Gd$^{3+}$ linked to brain hypersensitivity and neural toxicity apoptosis,$^{[72]}$ further complication in PAD patients with kidney diseases,$^{[73]}$ and reactions for some patients.$^{[74]}$ It should be noted that scientists are taking various measures to overcome these challenges by fabricating manganese (Mn$^{2+}$) based NPs, which have been found to be more biocompatible than Gd$^{3+}$ for in vivo detection and result in minimal renal failure.$^{[75]}$ Limitations to iron oxide based NPs typically involve their poor integration into the clinical field and their synthesis process where ferrous/ferric salts are dissolved in alkaline solution creating poor crystallinity and size variation. These issues could be rectified by adding surfactant into the reaction chemistry, e.g. polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) and sodium cholate to enhance NP dispersity, crystallinity, aggregation.$^{[76]}$ Also, iron alloys could be applied as alternatives to iron oxide based NPs in MRI detection due to their biocompatibility, higher physical properties and outstanding magnetic properties when compared to that of iron oxides.$^{[77]}$

1.2.2. Nanoparticles and Computed Tomography (CT)

In addition to MRI, nanoparticles have been used with CT scans for the detection of stenosed and occluded vessels. CT is a very common non-invasive imaging modality that uses computational algorithms to convert absorbed x-rays from various angles of the body into a high resolution 3D structure. With the ability to distinguish between hard tissues (e.g. bone) from soft tissues (e.g. vasculature), this modality is limited with poor contrast of soft tissues imaging. To overcome this limitation, NPs can be loaded with heavy/dense materials and be used for CT. Due to their high absorption coefficient, some commonly used dense contrast materials are composed of iodine, bismuth or gold nanoparticles.$^{[78]}$ Iodinated contrast agents are usually employed for vascular visualization, however, their short blood circulation time and quick clearance by the kidneys renders them less attractive. On the other hand, gold contrast agents have a relatively high x-ray attenuation coefficient which makes them suitable
for clinical CT. Common issues in detecting atherosclerosis during its early stages are often linked to the small plaque sizes and deficiency of suitable tracers/markers to the tiny, unstable plaque. NPs can play a great role as contrast agents in CT detection of PAD and overcome these limitations because their prolonged circulation within the blood makes them excellent blood pool agents. Also, with longer circulation time; these NPs allow for precise depiction of soft tissues such as blood vessels.

Gold nanoparticles (GNPs) at various sizes and shapes have been developed for overcoming these limitations\cite{79} of early plaque detection and inadequate tracers. GNPs not only possess excellent optical and chemical properties, but also have been known to be easily taken up by the major component of atherosclerotic plaque, macrophages, due to their metallic physical nature.\cite{80} Targeting of macrophages for detection is easier since these NPs are naturally taken up by macrophages. As reported by Ankri et al.\cite{81} there is a positive correlation between GNP concentrations and macrophage uptake. Also, post administration of GNPs in injured or damaged arteries revealed a diffuse reflection (DR) slope five times higher than that of normal arteries. This same group targeted macrophages using gold nanorods (GNRs);\cite{82} a significant change from 0.196 to 0.827 represented a shift from macrophages only to macrophage-labelled GNRs via the analyzed diffuse reflection slope. This leads to the conclusion that CT scans via nanoprobes fortified the sensitivity of the DR for detection of atherosclerotic inflicted vessels. Furthermore, GNPs were extensively used for the characterization of macrophages’ composition and calcification after intravenously (IV) administered into atherosclerotic mice.\cite{83} CT images reported the localization of these NPs to be primarily in macrophages at the atherosclerotic region when compared to that of controls. Modification of GNP surfaces with either PEG, glucosamine, hydroxypropylamine, ethanediamine, or taurine has also been used to improve circulation time, biocompatibility, and uptake by cells; hence, permitting better visualization and quantification via CT images.
These reports reiterate the potential of GNPs in addressing limitations associated with the traditional mode of CT technique. NPs for CT application can be easily synthesized and customized according to a desired function. Recently, recombinant human rlgG4 TEG4 antibody was functionalized onto a versatile USPIO NPs (VUSPIO NPs) surface to target activated platelets.\textsuperscript{[84]} \textit{In vitro} analysis confirmed their interactions towards platelets, whereas MRI images of treated ApoE(-/-) mouse models showed selective binding of TEG4-VUSPIO NPs to the plaque. Nanoparticles for CT detection are advantageous over MRI because tissue scanning can be completed within seconds unlike MRI that requires a longer time due to breathing by patients when obtaining images. Since PAD is characterized with macrophage accumulation within blood vessels, early PAD development can be easily detected by applying macrophage specific nanoprobes. However, the small detectable concentration difference (5.9 mM) of these NPs between targetted tissues and background is on the order of mM which could result in a lack of sensitivity from the imaging modality.\textsuperscript{[85]} Also, only one parameter can be visualized at a time. This however can be modified by using nanoparticles for multiplexing CT imaging.

1.2.3. Nanoparticles and Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)

In addition to the aforementioned techniques, OCT applies an interferometry technique which relies on the input of near infra-red light within a substrate to produce images via optical interferences from backscattering of light beams from tissues components, which could then be converted to 2D or 3D images.\textsuperscript{[86]} Light scattering arises as a result of the variance from the refractive index on a scale of wavelength probing light.\textsuperscript{[87]} Nanoparticles have been combined with OCT to reduce potential issues of photobleaching.\textsuperscript{[88]} Upon application with noble metals such as gold or silver, their surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is often restricted within a small area where excitation by light occurs from re-emission, or absorbance. OCT is often used to
visualize the state of vessels that have undergone stent implantation and/or post-stent implantation effects.\cite{89, 90} This invasive catheter-based method of viewing the arterial lumen uses near infrared light with a high image resolution of 15-20 \( \mu \text{m} \).\cite{91} It has been proven to be effective in the detection of atherosclerotic vessels, incomplete stent apposition, neointimal hyperplasia, thrombus formation, and stent endothelization.\cite{92} NPs serve as great contrast agents in OCT because despite their size, the level of backscattered light produced is comparable to that of large fluorophores.\cite{93} There has been confirmation that a GNP of about 80 nm has equivalent signal intensity as that of \( 10^6 \) fluorophores, thereby overcoming toxicity issues via the use of a lower dosage.\cite{94} Also, NPs are biocompatible and dispense rapid thermal responses to external thermal excitation when administering within diseased vasculature. In a study by Skala et al.\cite{95} phantom-like tissues were exposed to gold nanospheres (GNSs) conjugated with anti-epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). A high photothermal release (300\%) was observed in cells overexpressing the receptor when compared to controls (nonconjugated, free EGFR); hence, proving that this mode of imaging has the potential to specifically visualize diseased tissues. The versatility of NPs in OCT applications makes it possible to easily tune its shape and size for precise resonant wavelength, scattering and absorption efficiency.\cite{96} GNPs and OCT application can be quite versatile, with a shift of SPR towards shorter wavelength applications for higher resolution OCT; shifting SPR toward longer wavelengths applies to OCT systems with larger penetration depths. Despite being deemed suitable for the detection of vulnerable plaque, this imaging technique has some limitations including the inability to penetrate deep into the vessel wall and failure to differentiate between minimal neointimal proliferation and simple fibrin clot post implantation of drug eluting stents (DES).\cite{97}
1.2.4. Nanoparticles and Nuclear Imaging (NI)

Positron emission tomography (PET) and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) are imaging tools that use radioactive tracers for assessment of the molecular and physiological state of healthy and diseased tissues. These radioactive tracers emit gamma rays upon injection, cell receptor binding, or uptake by cells where their kinetics and distribution within these tissues are then translated to 3D images. SPECT and PET have been frequently used with NPs in \textit{in vivo} studies and clinical settings due to their good spatial resolution, high level of sensitivity, and effectiveness in PAD detection. Furthermore, nanoparticles can be modified with targeting ligands for specific functional imaging. This evidence is illustrated by amphiphilic nanoparticles designed to target the chemokine receptor 5 (CCR5), a key player in late stages of atherosclerosis and a marker for plaque stability. Luehmann et al. synthesized a poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)-core/polyethylene glycol (PEG) shell nanoparticle conjugated with D-Ala 1-peptide T-amide (DAPTA) peptide, a ligand to CCR5, for administering in ApoE(-/-) wire-injured mice. PET images revealed great sensitivity and specificity towards an up-regulation of the CCR5 and demonstrated higher uptake of the nanoparticles at injured sites. The specific relationship between angiogenesis and natriuretic peptide clearance receptor (NPC-R) was also explored through the application of multifunctional core-shell nanoparticles of a PMMA core and PEG end chains. These copper-labeled nanoparticles demonstrated specificity in hindlimb ischemic mouse models via PET images with a high accumulation at ischemic sites. PET can quantitatively confirm biodistribution of NPs overtime within the animal model making it a superior technology. For example, Orbay et al. have previously explored the PET imaging modality through the use of $^{64}$CuNOTA-TRC105 for quantitative/monitoring of angiogenesis in mice hindlimb, where the nanoparticle uptake was highest in the early hours post-surgery. NPs can also be designed specifically to bind to macrophages to assess PAD since this disease is highly involved in
immune responses. Elsewhere, high specificity and sensitivity for atherosclerosis detection in mice has recently been reported.[103] Tagged with macrophage inflammatory protein II (vMIP-II), poly (methyl methacrylate)-core/polyethylene glycol shell NPs (64CU-vMIP-II-NPs) were administered to ApoE(-/-) vascular injured and atherosclerotic models. Imaging from PET revealed distinct signals and the build-up of 64CU- vMIP-II-comb in the atherosclerotic plaque.

Additionally, most NPs used for PET are composed of chelate materials. This chelation can help improve tracking of NPs. To get higher sensitivity and better resolution of atherosclerosis progression, a copper comb-like NP labelled with the peptide D-Ala1 – peptide T-amide (DAPTA) (64CU-DAPTA-comb) was explored, and the results revealed that it was an effective imaging probe for atherosclerosis.[104] Also, specific vascular inflammation can be observed by combining PET, CT, and MRI.[105] Such a combination is more advantageous compared to that of a single one due to their high detectability and sensitivity of disease stages since PET and CT were reported to enhance morphological images and to be used for determining disease state via biomarkers (VCAM-1, MMPs, VAP-1, SSTR, TSPO, choline and glucose metabolism), while PET, MR and CT all increased sensitivity.[106-108] Therefore, combinations of different imaging modalities promote a better insight (anatomical and physiological) into the pathophysiology of PAD and a greater understanding about how to restore healing in these vessels. Recently, the multi-modal 64CU-RGO-IONP-PEG nanoparticles (68 ± 7nm)[109] have been explored for better quantitative analysis of PAD detection. Administration of 64CU-RGO-IONP-PEG nanoparticles in hindlimb mice models resulted in increased nanoparticle accumulation over time in ischemic hindlimb, when compared to the minimal signal observed in control limbs (non-ischemic) as confirmed by PET data. Photoacoustic signals also revealed an increase in the ischemic hindlimb three days post NP administration when compared to the minimal signal from the control limb (non-ischemic). Therefore, photoacoustic images provided anatomical characteristics with the highest
photoacoustic signaling found in the ischemic limb when compared to controls, whereas PET images confirmed the inverse relationship between uptake and disease stage as indicated by the increased $^{64}$CU-RGO-IONP-PEG uptake observed when administered at early onset of the disease (day 3) versus at a later time (17 days). Lastly, Im et al.$^{[110]}$ reported that the administration of PEGylated RGO-IONPs (93± 33nm) into ischemic mice lead to their increased accumulation at ischemic sites, improved circulation time and reduced accumulation in the liver compared to that of the control. PET-CT imaging was also able to show accumulation of the hybrid Cu-TNP in atherosclerotic arteries of apoE⁻/⁻ mice.$^{[111]}$

A major advantage of PET/SPECT based nanoparticles is that they have a high surface to volume ratio which makes it easy for modification and carrying of large payloads of isotopes for single or multiple targeting for detection or therapeutics to arterial vessels. Their encapsulation property helps in minimizing trace amounts of free radioactive material required in PET. Furthermore, the longer circulation half-life of NPs makes them more applicable than naked radioisotope molecules and/or nanoprobes; hence improving targeting binding affinity. Despite such qualities, these NPs also have some shortcomings. First, chelate biomaterials for NPs can cause the radiolabelled isotope to disassemble from NPs causing transchelation of native protein leading to erroneous localization and quantification at the disease site.$^{[112]}$ Furthermore, NP stability is of upmost importance in PET detection of PAD because uncoupling attached radiolabels could falsify quantification results. To overcome this limitation, scientists have taken measures to improve stability by fabricating bifunctional chelator to label silicon based quantum dots.$^{[79]}$

1.2.5. Nanoparticles and Optical Imaging

Laser doppler perfusion imaging (LDPI) and near infra-red fluorescence (NIRF) are two common optical imaging modalities often applied in the detection of PAD. The former involves
a change in laser frequency resulting from movement of particles, while the latter uses fluorescent contrast agents that are excited by NIR light within a known wavelength range (700-1000 nm) when targeting molecular markers. Nanoparticles act as effective contrast agents to provide early detection of atherosclerotic plaque and a real-time illustration on the NP location and its released drug. Of these nanostructures, quantum dots (QD), a group of inorganic fluorescent semiconductor nanoparticles (2-10 nm crystals with CdSe cores and ZnS shells), possess exceptional photochemical and photophysical properties superior to those of organic fluorophores.\[52, 113\] These photostable crystals are believed to trace plaque better than contrast agents or dyes through the emission of multicolor fluorescence to boost the sensitivity of biological detection and visualization.\[114\] Furthermore, optical imaging of PAD is often limited with deep tissue penetration. By applying NPs, deep tissue visualization is possible when combined with red-shift NIR QD. This is demonstrated by Ximendes et al.\[115\] who reported early detection of ischemia by deploying near the infrared emitting quantum dots (NIR-QDs) to mice hindlimb. These NIR-QDs proved capable of tracking stages of revascularization and tissue recovery processes, advanced thermal dynamics and high penetration. This mode of imaging presents admirable properties such as long-term fluorescent exposure, flexible manipulation to desired wavelength range, and resistance to photobleaching.

Since QDs are often found to be toxic in both \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} studies, QDs have been modified with polyethylene glycol (PEG) to induce their colloidal stability,\[116\] with specific antibodies and ligands (E-cadherin, N-Cadherin, Vimentin, RANKL)\[117\] and nucleic acids\[118\] to enhance cell specificity, and with cationic peptides to facilitate particle internalization\[119\] and to monitor regions prone to developing plaque.\[120\] Some advantages of applying QDs in optical imaging for PAD are their highly photostable property and photobleaching resolution. Some QDs, especially red shifted NIR QDs, resolve issues of deep tissue penetration. Also, the dual nature of designed lipidic NPs improves the NP stability and drug/dye loading capacity.
from the void created by the highly disorder lipid matrix.\cite{121} However, these same inorganic NPs are debated for clinical application due to their potential toxicity to tissues. Silver and carbon based QDs are proposed as alternatives to QDs due to their biocompatibility and optical intensity characteristics.

Lipidic NPs have also been explored in PAD detection due to their hydrophobic core and hydrophillic surface/shell. This dual nature permits the loading of both hydrophobic and hydrophillic contrast agents in respective regions. Recently, reports on anti-atherosclerotic activity of fluorescent-oxLDL functionalized micelles (11-110 nm) were confirmed with a significant decrease (28%) in uptake of micelles by human monocyte derived macrophages (HMDM) when exposed to serum and lipase solution compared with that of the control group (unlabeled micelles).\cite{122} Other studies have reiterated such findings with amphiphilic micelles ranging from 10-200 nm.\cite{123,124} Additionally, the dual nature of lipid NPs groups them as multimodal vehicles. A multifunctional, self-assembled micelle (17 nm) with an attached pentapeptide, cysteine-arginine-glutamic acid-lysine-alanine, for targeting and treating atherosclerotic plaque in Apo\(^{-}\) mice resulted in complete covering, accumulation and eradication of plaque in injured blood vessels.\cite{125} In this study, a significant fluorescence signal (intensity of 209,000) and anti-thrombotic activity was observed in mice treated with labeled micelles, whereas only low fluorescence (intensity of 5,100) was observed for those of unlabeled micelle treated vessels. Furthermore, peptide amphiphilic micelles (PAMs) for targeting monocytes via the labeled MCP-1 ligand were fabricated (15 nm) for the detection and differentiation of atherosclerosis in ApoE mice.\cite{126} Confocal microscopy confirmed the specific monocyte binding \textit{in vitro} one hour post treatment versus minimal fluorescence observed in the unlabeled PAM micelles. After IV injection of these nanoparticles to mice arteries for 24 hours, \textit{ex vivo} imaging revealed the binding specificity of labelled PAM micelles onto monocytes at both early and late staged atherosclerotic events, with a higher binding in
the late stage $[5 \times 10^7 \pm 1 \times 10^7$ radiance (p/s/cm$^2$/sr] than in the early stage $[3 \times 10^7 \pm 0.5 \times 10^7$ radiance (p/s/cm$^2$/sr]. Despite its admirable qualities, this method of imaging could result in high background signals, loss of labels to neighboring cells, signal reduction due to the result of compounds such as water or hemoglobin, and absorbing visible light.\textsuperscript{[127]}

1.3. Application of Nanoparticles for the Treatment of PAD

With high morbidity and mortality rates linked to cardiovascular diseases in the Western world, the recent influx of nanomedicine/nanotechnology serves as an alternative pathway for applying therapeutic solutions to this trauma. Investigators and clinicians are constantly at work to invoke different forms of treatment using various types of nanostructures, including polymer nanoparticles (Table 1.2), to achieve more specific drug delivery and to induce therapeutic effects while reducing toxicity and drug side effects (Figure 1.5).

Table 1.2 Common Nanoparticles used in PAD Treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of NPs</th>
<th>Size [nm]</th>
<th>Payload</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liposome</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>$\alpha_t Gp$ &amp; P-selectin</td>
<td>-Enhanced selectivity and adhesion for platelets under flow overtime.</td>
<td>[132]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Site selective delivery of $\alpha_t Gp$ and P-selectin.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>Secretonium peptide</td>
<td>-Formation of highly dense arterioles</td>
<td>[138]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Decreased tissue necrosis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLGA</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Heparin</td>
<td>-Attenuated proliferation of SMCs.</td>
<td>[144]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Inhibited restenosis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLGA</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Figitazine</td>
<td>-Increased blood flow restoration.</td>
<td>[145]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Promoted tube formation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVAX</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$H_2O_2$ scavenger</td>
<td>-Decreased $H_2O_2$ in ischemic tissues.</td>
<td>[147]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Increased cell viability, cell migration and blood flow.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPOX</td>
<td>&lt;100</td>
<td>p-Hydroxybenyl alcohol</td>
<td>-Promoted blood flow perfusion and capillary density.</td>
<td>[149]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-Augmented EC recruitment and angiogenic growth factor secretion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3.1. Nanoparticles as Therapeutic Carriers

1.3.1.1. Nanoparticles as Carriers for Nucleic Acids and Peptides

Over the last decade, there has been a vast application of nucleic acids and protein delivery to induce efficacy of PAD therapy in research and clinical studies. However, administration of these naked molecules has not produced any acceptable clinical outcome due to the poor circulation half-life of these molecules. To date, a variety of NPs have been developed and used to deliver nucleic acids and proteins. Dendrimers have been applied as carriers for delivery of siRNA and cDNA plasmid due to their outstanding properties, including their highly branched polymers consisting of three main regions (the core, branching zone and branch extremities) where modification can occur. These multivalent structures have been reported in coronary artery disease treatment and have shown their effectiveness in gene
delivery to SMCs in arteries of rabbits when compared to that of transfection using DOTMA/DOPE liposomes,\textsuperscript{[129]} hence, their potential as an alternative treatment for PAD. Furthermore, these nanostructures are often referred to as effective transfection agents mostly due to the electrostatic interactions between their primary amine end groups with the incorporated DNA or siRNA.

Besides dendrimers, liposomes have often been employed as vascular delivery carriers, due to their biocompatibility and their broad vascular applications. By encapsulating proteins within NPs, they are protected from undesired enzyme degradation and ensured the controlled release within cells for higher therapeutic efficacy. To treat PAD, scientists have designed cyclic RGD peptide conjugated liposomes with affinity to P-selectin and integrin GPIIb-IIIa receptors on activated platelets.\textsuperscript{[130, 131]} Specific vascular delivery was demonstrated in rat vessels through enhanced brightness and site specific targeting of platelets when compared to samples of either RGE-liposomes or linear RGD (lRGD)-liposomes. In addition, the versatility of NPs allows them to be chemically and physically modified via multi-targeting of arteries to ensure stronger signaling responses. Liposomal constructs have been developed via the use of multiple targeting peptides such as integrin α\textsubscript{IIb}β3 and P-selectin.\textsuperscript{[132]} These carriers were found to have a synergistic mechanism that enhances selectivity and strong adhesion to the injured site under flow when compared to those of a single labeled peptide. Recently, VEGF\textsubscript{165} peptides were delivered via PEGylated liposomes to ischemic rat hind limbs and resulted in improved blood perfusion, increased CD31 expression and induced tube formation by 174%, 143% and 168% respectively, when compared to that of controls.\textsuperscript{[133]}

Polymer nanoparticles such as poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) nanoparticles (PLGA NPs) have also been used for targeted delivery of therapeutic agents, including genes to ischemic sites in peripheral arteries to overcome safety issues of viral vectors for gene delivery.\textsuperscript{[134-136]} The VEGF cDNA loaded NPs promoted significant angiogenesis with dense capillaries,
improved collateral circulation, and improved expression of the VEGF gene in rabbit ischemic models when compared to that of naked plasmid administration.\textsuperscript{[137]} NPs provide controlled release of payloads at durations suitable to achieve therapeutic outcomes. Recently, chitosan thioglucoic acid mercaptocetic acid (CS-TGA-MNA) nanoparticles, 182 ± 9 nm, encapsulating a secretoneurin peptide were used to enhance angiogenesis in mice hind limb.\textsuperscript{[138]} One week post administration of CS-TGA-MNA, there was a significant increase in tube formation with highly dense arterioles and decreased tissue necrosis when compared to that of control groups.

NPs for gene and protein delivery have demonstrated to be efficient in protecting these therapeutic agents from undesired degradation, providing cell specificity, and promoting co-delivery of therapeutic payloads for enhanced cellular responses. NPs can be tailored for desired physical and chemical properties to achieve the highest therapeutic efficiency. For instance, genes or proteins can be loaded both inside and outside a NP and still maintain their bioactivity. Also, most of the biomaterials used in fabricating NPs are biocompatible, however, there is not a single polymer that demonstrates excellent properties. For instance, due to their hydrophilic heads, cationic polymers would provide high loading and transfection efficiency, but might pose some toxicity issues especially those with high molecular weight. This could be rectified by combining with negatively charged biomaterials. Furthermore, the NPs release profile \textit{in vitro} may differ from that of \textit{in vivo} animal models due to the biological and chemical composition variance, impacting their applications for clinical studies. Moreover, NP loaded proteins/genes can be limited with the dosage required to achieve outstanding results in co-morbid PAD patients.\textsuperscript{[139]} Lastly, PAD therapy requires longer time to observe therapeutic efficacy which is rarely reported. Depletion of these proteins or nucleic acid within NPs could occur before the desired therapeutic duration.\textsuperscript{[140]} This could be corrected by adjusting their
polymer ratio/composition to regulate release kinetics of therapeutic agents from NPs and stoichiometry.[141]

1.3.1.2. **Nanoparticles as Carriers for Other Therapeutic Reagents**

A broad range of materials, including PLGA can used to synthesize NPs for loading with other therapeutic molecules such as heparin and thrombolytic agents due to their excellent properties such as controlled payload delivery, easy surface modification for specific/targeting, high stability and approval by the FDA for human use.[142] PLGA-probufol nanoparticles administered to rabbit arteries demonstrated superior efficiency over their liposomal counterpart in terms of the intramural retention, and there was about a 29% and 154% radioactivity in femoral arteries and hindlimb muscles, respectively.[143] PLGA-heparin NPs (297 nm) were also reported with potential angiogenic properties in ischemic mice limbs.[144]

Due to their controlled release properties, polymeric NPs promote longer bioavailability of therapeutic agents to cells and tissues. A significant rise in both the expression of hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) and HGF/tubulin ratio by the PLGA-heparin treated group was observed in treated mice compared to that of controls. In addition, PLGA-pioglitazone NPs were tested as neovascularization therapeutic reagents in ischemic murine models.[145] Post administration (1 μg/kg) to mice, significant blood flow restoration was observed when compared to controls (PBS injections), and the amount of tubes formed were comparable to that produced by VEGF. This PLGA-pioglitazone NP has anti-intimal hyperplasia properties via downregulation of cyclin D1 mRNA in VSMCs by 65%.[146]

Aside from genes, proteins and thrombolytic agents, payloads such as oxygen derivatives have also been delivered to ischemic sites. Recently, hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂)-responsive (polyoxalate containing vanillyl alcohol) nanoparticles (PVAX NPs) (∼200 nm) were intraperitoneally injected in mice femoral arteries.[147] A significant decrease in the production of H₂O₂ in ischemic tissues and a significant increase in cell viability, cell migration, blood
perfusion, and VEGF secretion were observed in mice arteries treated with PVAX NPs compared with those of control groups (untreated arteries). Further studies into endothelial cells’ protection from injury were explored via the application of grapeseed extracts, polyphenols, loaded into nanoparticles.\[148\] Other recent studies explored the use of \(p\)-Hydroxybenzyl alcohol incorporated co-polyoxalate (HPOX) nanoparticles to restore blood flow and neo-vasculature in ischemic mice hindlimb.\[149\] *In vivo* studies showed that these HPOX NPs augmented blood flow perfusion seven days post-treatment, increased capillary density, increased endothelial cell recruitment and elevated VEGF, VEGFR-2, CD-31 and HO-1 mRNA levels when compared to that of controls (treated with saline). Moreover, generation-4 polyamidoamine dendrimers conjugated to S-nitrosothio (G4-SNAP) have also been reported as NO delivery vehicles to mitigate ischemic and reperfusion injury.\[150\] Nanoparticles are proven to be superior in delivering various ranges of therapeutic agents due to their controlled release mechanism and prolonged bioavailability of therapeutic agents to cells. NPs could also be used to load several therapeutic agents for synergic cellular responses. However, due to their multi-payload delivery, there could be potential interactions between reagents, thereby creating unknown chemical reactions that could have serious side effects. Non-degradable NPs can cause biodistribution issues by accumulating in organs such as the spleen. In addition, NP properties including size, could significantly impact their targeting capacity, how fast they are cleared from the system or bio distributed; however, maintaining a specific size NP could be challenging.

1.3.2. **Nanoparticles and Vascular Prostheses**

1.3.2.1. Nanoparticles and Drug-eluting Stents

The shortcomings associated with bare metal stents (BMS) and drug-eluting stents (DES), including stent thrombosis and restenosis, led to the development of novel systems...
deployed to arteries to overcome such limitations. Some common DES currently approved by the FDA include stents eluting sirolimus, paclitaxel, zotarolimus and everolimus.\textsuperscript{[151]} However, these metal pieces, often coated with polymers carrying therapeutic agents, often result in limited drug release/availability. Drug loaded NPs have been developed and used to coat stents to overcome these limitations as summarized in Table 1.3. These NPs protect the drug from rapid clearance, hence optimizing therapeutic efficacy. Paclitaxel (PTX) loaded magnetic nanoparticle (MNP) coated stents improved retention of MNPs with about a 10-fold improvement in arterial tissue retention, inhibited SMC growth at the injury site, and subsequently inhibited restenosis when compared to that of naked PTX.\textsuperscript{[152]} In addition, introducing NPs to BMS could provide local drug delivery since the NPs would be directly at the site of injury. For instance, coating of stents with PTX loaded PLGA NPs resulted in the inhibition of SMC migration into the arterial lumen by 80% and promoted EC migration and proliferation when compared to stents eluting PTX.\textsuperscript{[153]} Furthermore, enhanced therapeutics is achieved when NPs are combine with BMS. Reports of deploying stents with liposomal alendronate (161 nm) in arteries of lipid-fed rabbits increased the lumen diameter significantly, decreased monocyte counts (~90%), and reduced macrophage infiltration and neointimal hyperplasia in these treated rabbits.\textsuperscript{[154]} Moreover, unlike the controls (rabbits receiving 0.9% saline), reduction in neointimal thickness was also observed in stents coated with PTX-loaded albumin NPs deployed into rabbit arteries.\textsuperscript{[155]} Pitavastatin-loaded NP-eluting stents improved the endothelial cell healing rate and decreased stenotic events in porcine arteries.\textsuperscript{[156]} Furthermore, in atherosclerotic rabbits, neointimal hyperplasia was decreased post implantation of the stents with TRM-484 containing prednisolone nanoparticles when compared to that of non-stented arteries (controls).\textsuperscript{[157]} The addition of NPs to BMS provides the inhibition of thrombosis and restenosis while promoting endothelialization. For instance, titanium vascular stents coated with polydopamine immobilized heparine/poly-I-Lysisne NPs,
supported endothelial regeneration, and prevented thrombus formation and neointimal hyperplasia in dog femoral arteries, when compared to arteries treated with a dopamine coated titanium stent (control).\(^{158}\) In addition, stents coated with magnetic mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MMSNs) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been explored.\(^{159}\) With excellent mechanical flexibility and hemocompatibility, \textit{in vivo} studies demonstrated a rapid endothelialization of vessels treated with these stents compared to that of DES.

The advantages of incorporating NPs with BMS include reduced chances of drug clearance by cells provided drug proximity to the injured artery and prolonged drug release to inhibit progression of thrombosis and restenosis. However, there are still some limitations that prevent the technique from being superior to previously mentioned techniques. First, this is an invasive procedure that causes so much pain to patients. Also, the stents are made of metal with higher chances of anastomis, which could further complicate the disease.\(^{160}\) Furthermore, the lack of an endothelium makes blood directly in contact with the injured lumen and the material composition of these stents could promote protein adhesion/deposition and blood coagulation, further occluding the diseased artery. This technique application is limited on micro blood vessels; hence it is not available to all PAD patients. Last but not least, the NPs may not be evenly distributed throughout the stent which could cause partial therapy within the artery.

\subsection*{1.3.2.2. Nanoparticles and Vascular Grafts}

In addition to being incorporated onto stents, NPs have also been added to vascular grafts for inhibiting intimal hyperplasia and restenosis (Table 1.3).
Table 1. 3 Nanotechnology used in Stents and Vascular Grafts for PAD Treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of stents</th>
<th>Drugs used</th>
<th>NP type</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>304-grade stainless steel</td>
<td>Paclitaxel</td>
<td>MNP</td>
<td>- Improved localization rates.</td>
<td>[152]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Fourfold to tenfold higher arterial tissue retention.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304-grade stainless steel</td>
<td>Paclitaxel</td>
<td>MNP</td>
<td>- Inhibited 80% of SMCs, increased lumen diameter.</td>
<td>[153]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Diminished macrophage infiltration, proliferation, and arterial stenosis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitinol</td>
<td>Alendronate</td>
<td>Liposome</td>
<td>- Over 90% decrease in monocytes.</td>
<td>[154]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Decreased arterial stenosis; increased lumen diameter.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS multi-link duct</td>
<td>Paclitaxel</td>
<td>Albumin</td>
<td>- Sustained suppression of neointimal thickness.</td>
<td>[155]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Promoted neointimal healing over time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>TRM-484</td>
<td>Liposome/PEG</td>
<td>- Improved tissue concentration by 100-fold.</td>
<td>[157]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Diminished stenosis in arterial wall.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium</td>
<td>Heparin</td>
<td>Heparin/poly-lysine</td>
<td>- Impeded thrombosis &amp; restenosis.</td>
<td>[158]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Promoted endothelialization.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of vascular grafts</th>
<th>Cells used</th>
<th>NP/payload used</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autologous vascular graft</td>
<td>Vascular smooth muscles</td>
<td>MARK-activated protein kinase 2 inhibitory peptide (MK2i)</td>
<td>- Intima hyperplasia inhibition.</td>
<td>[161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Inhibition of proinflammatory cytokines.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pullulan-dextran porous grafts</td>
<td>Endothelium</td>
<td>Fe3O4</td>
<td>- Exhibited natural vascular architecture.</td>
<td>[162]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Continuous endothelium via increased ECs population within 7 d.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These biocompatible, biodegradable nano-vascular grafts promote integration with native blood vessels. For instance, nanopolyplexes of poly (propylacrylic acid) (PPAA) have been used to deliver the inhibitory peptide (MK2i) to vascular cells and tissues to prevent undergoing intimal hyperplasia (IH) via a vascular construct.[161] The MK2i NPs were significantly up-taken and retained by human VSMCs. They also efficiently reduced the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines and their influx in vascular cells, leading to the prevention of intima hyperplasia. The same treatment showed inhibition of intimal hyperplasia in rabbit arteries 28 days post transplantation of MK2i NP vascular grafts, when compared to those of untreated or free MK2i-treated grafts. Nano-vascular grafts have also been made to mimic the native blood
vessel environment by incorporating various extracellular matrix (ECM) components, which will promote cell proliferation and ease integration within tissues. Last but not least, the size of NPs eases their integration within cells and ECM. For instance, vascular grafts incorporating NPs have also been used for restoration of vascular functions to inhibit thrombosis and restenosis\textsuperscript{[162]} where iron oxide NPs (~8 nm) were used to incorporate with endothelial cells and help them attach to the luminal surface of porous vascular grafts made of pullan and dextran polymers. These grafts simulated the natural, vascular cell architecture and exhibited an increased EC population over a course of seven days translating into the formation of a continuous endothelium when compared to controls that were treated with endothelial cells without incorporation with NPs.

Nano-vascular grafts (or vascular grafts incorporated with nanostructures, including NPs) have shown great therapeutic capacity towards PAD. First, the nano-vascular grafts are biocompatible and as they degrade it gives room for new tissue regeneration. Also, these nano-vascular grafts can be easily fabricated at a laboratory and industry level through the feasible manufacture technique. Furthermore, the topography of nano-grafts promotes cell morphology, infiltration, adhesion and proliferation in the direction of blood flow. Also, as scaffolds, these nano-vascular grafts can be pre-seeded with cells which will provide both a mechanical and growth factor reservoir for neovessel formation. Limitations to this approach are that this approach just like with BMS is an invasive procedure. Also, the fabrication of nano-grafts could also be cumbersome for large scale production via phase separation and self-assembly technique. Furthermore, translation in clinical studies are limited. Even though NPs size or nano-vascular grafts show outstanding physiochemical properties, these same nanoscale materials could cause issues such as their interference with biomolecules and cells could be complicated. There could also be some inflammation\textsuperscript{[163]} and immune response\textsuperscript{[164]} by
generating ROS production caused by the application of these nanoparticles. These issues can be resolved by loading ROS inhibitors to the nano-vascular graft system.

1.3.3. Nanoparticles and Cell Based Therapies for PAD

Despite being highly publicized, cell therapy falls short on issues of cell viability, host tissue engraftment, and limited expression/secretion of growth factors. Hence, a blend of nanotechnology and cell-based therapy (Figure 1.6) has the potential to conquer such shortcomings by augmenting cell retention and providing a controlled, long-lasting release of growth factors towards PAD therapeutics (Table 1.4).

**Table 1.4 Cell Based Therapies and NPs to treat PAD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of cells used</th>
<th>NPs used</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSCs</td>
<td>Liposomes-MNPs+gene</td>
<td>- Significant increase in VEGF mRNA levels, arteriolar and tissue capillary density by MSC sheet and injected groups when compared to PBS control groups. - Significant increase in limb blood perfusion over time by MSC sheet and injected groups over PBS control groups.</td>
<td>[165]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPS</td>
<td>MNPs-Flk1(10^4)</td>
<td>- Accelerated revascularization. - Induced expression of angiogenic factors (VEGF, FGF) in the ischemic hindlimb when compared to control groups of ECM gel sheets. - Transplanted sheets of Flk1-10^4+ promoted angiogenesis better than injected Flk1-10^4+ groups.</td>
<td>[166]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatocyte spheroid</td>
<td>Nanomicelles loaded with E.O cDNA</td>
<td>- Promoted tissue viability and DNA copies in ischemic limb. - Increased hematocrit and hemoglobin levels in mice treated with hepatocyte spheroids when compared to that hepatocyte cell suspension.</td>
<td>[168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMSCs</td>
<td>PLLA nano scaffold coated with nano HAp</td>
<td>- Induced neangiogenesis &amp; blood flow. - Firefly increase in eGFP muscles cells one week post implantation. - Prevented necrosis.</td>
<td>[175]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECs</td>
<td>eNOS-MNPs</td>
<td>- Circumferentially attached cells to denuded vascular wall. - 2.5-fold increase of eNOS mRNA and protein expression. - Increased contractions similar to that of native vessels.</td>
<td>[176]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASCs</td>
<td>x3-fatty acid-rich, 17β-estradiol (17,6E) and CREXA peptide</td>
<td>- Significant NO production. - Diminished plaque size. - Decreased plasma cholesterol level. - Downregulation of proatherosclerotic genes within walls.</td>
<td>[177]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2C12 myoblast</td>
<td>PBAE-VEGF NPs</td>
<td>- Increased paracrine secretion. - Promoted neocapillary formation. - 71% limb salvage.</td>
<td>[178]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For instance, multilayered sheets containing MSCs treated with liposomal MNPs were implanted into mice hindlimbs and resulted in higher angiogenic characteristics and arterial competence than their control groups (injected MSCs).[165] Induced pluripotent stem (iPS)
cells (1×10^6 cells) consisting of positive fetal liver kinase-1 (FlK-1(+) treated with MNPs resulted in accelerated revascularization and expression of angiogenic factors in the ischemic hindlimb.\textsuperscript{166} In addition to engineered stem cell based therapy, other researchers have proposed the use of aggregate cells or cellular spheroids as an alternative treatment for PAD due to their tissue construction capabilities and their potential to closely mimic the extracellular matrix (ECM)-cell interactions. Engineered cells also serve as a reservoir for angiogenic growth factors to induce therapeutic angiogenesis as seen with Adipose derived stem cells (ADSC) in PAD therapy.\textsuperscript{167} For example, Bhang et al.\textsuperscript{168} developed an injectable ADSC spheroid system for transplantation into the ischemic hindlimb of mice. An improvement in cell survival, cell retention and upregulation of proangiogenic factors was observed compared to that of transplants of a monolayer ADSC (control). Recently, aggregates of ADSCs (4×10^6 cells) and heparin/protamine nanoparticles (ADSC/LH/P-NP) were transplanted into mice ischemic hindlimbs for therapeutic angiogenesis.\textsuperscript{169} At 14 days post transplantation, there was no evidence of tissue necrosis, and blood perfusion was recovered in ADSC/LH/P-NP groups when compared to that of control groups (contralateral non-ischemic limb). Also, ADSC/LH/P-NP groups resulted in a medial limb survival of 28 days when compared to that of the sham. The inclusion of NPs to cells provides the necessary mechanical and structural support required for cell therapy. Cellular spheroid therapy demonstrates therapeutic potential via its efficacy and longevity of secreted bioactive factors such as endogenous factors, expressions of transgenes, functional proteins, peptides, and coagulation factors upon transplantation.\textsuperscript{170} Spheroids generated by cell internalization of janus magnetics to obtain janus magnetic cellular spheroids (JMCSs) with about 20,000 cells per spheroid have also been applied towards PAD treatment.\textsuperscript{171} By combining MNPs to cells, cell retention and functions can be enhanced. JMCSs have been used to form vascular constructs and have shown an unaffected cell viability over the course of 7 weeks. However, the limitation to this application is that spheroids with
diameters >100 μm can be deleterious since they can promote necrosis at the inner core, thereby leading to some form of late thrombosis and restenosis (due to the diffusion limitation of nutrients, cells at the core may be exposed to hypoxia leading to necrosis). There is also the issue of transportation of nutrients and their diffusion due to the extensive length, vulnerability to hypoxia and cell death.

Figure 1.6. Nanoparticles and cell-based therapies. Nanoparticles for cell therapy application can be designed in several methods such as cell sheets, cellular spheroids and cells seeded within nanoscaffolds. With nanoparticles, cells can be pre-programmed to promote healing and angiogenesis by recruiting endogenous cells and augmenting the bioavailability of growth factors and/or angiogenic factors.

In addition, therapeutic NPs can act as re-programmers to cells by enhancing higher cell expression of angiogenic factors and promoting cell viability while inhibiting apoptosis. Bone marrow mononuclear cells (BM-MNCs) and peripheral blood derived mononuclear cells (PBMNCs) have been used with NPs to induce neo-angiogenesis for PAD therapy. BMNCs (5×10⁶ cells) seeded in poly(l-lactic acid) (PLLA) nano-scaffolds coated with nano-hydroxyapatite (HAp) were implanted in ischemic injured limbs of mice for therapeutic angiogenesis. Via a fluorescence (EGFP) tag of these cells, results showed higher cell retention at injured limb sites with about a 5-fold increase in 1 week post-implantation, a
significant prevention of necrotic limbs, the upregulation of angiogenesis, and an increase of blood flow in ischemic tissues, when compared to that of PLLA microspheres (controls).

The addition of NPs to cell therapy can improve cell-to-cell interaction and signaling in a more balanced and physiological manner which could improve engraftment. Recently, MNPs have been loaded in eNOS over-expressing endothelial cells (ECs) for the reconstruction of injured vessels. MNP treated eNOS overexpressing ECs circumferentially attached to the injured vascular walls in mice and induced eNOS mRNA and protein levels, leading to increased contractions similar to that of native vessels with unimpaired endothelium. Nanoparticles can also act as ROS scavengers in cell therapy, thereby reducing PAD symptoms as seen when a multimodal delivery system (176 nm) for ω-3-fatty acid-rich, 17-β-estradiol (17-βE) and CREKA-peptide were used with human aortic endothelial cells (HAECs) for implantation in atherosclerotic ApoE−/− mice. Significant NO production was observed in 17-βE–CREKA treated HAECs at low concentrations of 0.001uM. Plaque occlusion was observed to be ~20% in 17-βE–CREKA treated mice compared to over 35% in untreated and blank nanosystem treated vessels. Plaque size also diminished in vessels treated with 17-βE–CREKA. Moreover, a significant decrease in plasma cholesterol levels and downregulation of pro-atherosclerotic related genes (Selplg, Tnf, ICAM-1, VCAM-1, IL-6, Ifng) within the vessel wall were recorded in treated groups compared to that of untreated mice.

Last but not least, NPs serve as non-viral vectors for cell transfection. A genetically engineered, temperature sensitive, Tetronic-tyramine (Tet-TA) hydrogel system containing cell adhesive peptides (RGD) and cells transfected with VEGF cDNA loaded poly beta amino esters (PBAE-VEGF) nanoparticles, were studied to enhance angiogenesis in mice and their therapeutic efficacy to the ischemic hindlimb muscles. Cells transfected (1.0×10⁵ cells/cm²) using PBAE-VEGF NPs (~200-300 nm) resulted in an increased paracrine secretion of VEGF and formation of neo-capillaries, 71% limb salvage, and no limb loss when compared to those
of control groups (untreated and empty vector transfected mice). As mentioned above, NPs show pivotal potential in cell therapy due to their reprogramming of cell mechanisms, improvement of cell to cell interactions, stimulation of the secretion of growth factors and cytokines, regulation of the disease environment by acting as ROS scavengers, promotion of mechanical support necessary for tissue regeneration, and for acting as a non-viral vector thereby reducing the probability of immune responses. Even though this approach seems more applicable than NPs as gene/protein carrier, or NPs and BMS, there are still issues associated with its effectiveness, safety, and feasibility. Challenges remain due to many limitations including several multiple steps involved in the harvesting and transferring of these cells, difficulty in maintaining cell viability post transplantation,[179] and an unclear understanding of the mechanisms involved in enhancing efficacy and support of angiogenesis in ischemic vascular beds.[127] Also, there is absolutely a high need for quality control of these cells.

1.4. Application of Nano-Theranostics for PAD Detection and Therapy

The English phrase “kill two birds with one stone” adequately reflects the purpose of nanoparticles for theranostic applications. The debut and prominence of nano-theranostics (Figure 1.7) in cancer applications have been greatly recorded; however, this technology is new in PAD. The term nano-theranostic is used to describe the input of nano-sized structures for the sole purpose of exerting both targeted therapy and diagnosis of diseases.[180] This approach focuses on manipulating contrast agent-loaded NPs for detection of disease, providing therapeutic payload, assessing therapeutic efficacy, and monitoring biodistribution of these nano-systems in the body over time (Figure 1.8).
Figure 1. 7. A nano-theranostic particle for PAD detection and treatment. NPs for theranostic application demonstrate superiority over the conventional detection and treatment approaches. A single nano-theranostic can incorporate multiple imaging labels for different imaging modalities, different targeting ligands while overcoming biological barriers causing amplified signals, better specificity and binding, improved targeting effects respectively. Nano-theranostic promotes an efficient, controlled delivery of therapeutic payloads with real time monitoring.

Figure 1. 8. Nano-theranostics for PAD detection and treatment. NPs for theranostic application can be designed to carry different payloads in different regions of the nanoparticle. The figure above shows a nanoparticle functionalized with a specific cell receptor and image tracers. Upon binding to cells, the cells uptake of theranostic NPs occurs. Within the cells, the NPs undergo biodegradation, releasing their payloads within the cell’s cytoplasm. This payload can be identified in the cells via the detection tool described in Figure 3, and therapeutic efficacy can be analyzed via the quantification of angiogenesis, capillary density, cell survival, tube formation and cell migration.
The use of theranostics to deliver various types of therapeutic agents while also providing the capability of imaging is being heavily investigated in various diseases ranging from cancer to diabetes. It seems only natural to apply this technology to PAD in order to track drug efficacy in areas such as plaque. Lanza et al.\cite{181} reported the use of paclitaxel (PTX) and doxorubicin loaded perfluorocarbon NPs (250 nm) to target tissue factors expressed by VSMCs post-angioplasty. MRI images were able to detect cell uptake of these NPs while the $^{19}$F MRI was able to distinguish NPs within the material tissues. On the other hand, the anti-proliferative effects of the drugs (e.g. PTX and doxorubicin) were highly observed, especially in cells treated with PTX loaded NPs. Another study applied anti-angiogenesis therapy via paramagnetic nanoparticles (PMNPs) (175-220 nm) in an effort to restore functionality and stability in plagued vessels in hyper-lipidemic rabbits.\cite{182} These NPs were tagged with fumagillin (detects $\alpha_v\beta_3$ integrin) and loaded with atorvastatin for PAD treatment. Data analyzed via CMRI reported that 75\% of neovascular signals were reduced by the targeting of $\alpha_v\beta_3$ using fumagillin nanoparticles, and the therapeutic effects could be prolonged when combined with atorvastatin.

The use of fluorescent imaging nanoparticles has already been discussed as being used for the real-time detection of nanoparticle location as well as the ability to detect early signs of atherosclerotic plaque. Theranostic nanoparticles incorporating fluorescent contrast agents can allow for real time tracking of therapeutic agent delivery to ensure site specific delivery. Despite being in its premature stage, a study reported by Kim et al.\cite{183} on the intravenous injection of VEGF loaded fluorescent silica nanoparticles (<200 nm) in the ischemic hindlimb of mice revealed that these NPs improved blood perfusion by 93\% when compared to that of controls (unligated mice limb) and demonstrated both pro-angiogenic therapy and diagnosis of ischemic tissues in mice via fluorescence imaging. In order to effectively monitor the ailed site and drug release kinetics as well as distribution and efficacy of nanoparticles, novel theranostic systems have recently been reported. For example, poly(β amino esters)
nanoparticles (PBAE NPs) were used to enhance the expression of VEGF and CXCR4 in ischemic mice limbs.\textsuperscript{[184]} VEGF improved vessel densities while CXCR4 upregulation improved ADSC engraftment and proliferation, blood perfusion, limb salvage, and muscle regeneration post transplantation, when compared to that of the control group (GFP transfection).

Microbubbles have been used as imaging agents via ultrasound (US) imaging; however, one of their limitations includes off-targeting and retention. Recently, magnetic microbubbles containing silicon oxide-coated MNPs (SO-Mag) have been used for the delivery of VEGF into mice via US-induced VEGF release,\textsuperscript{[185]} and these microbubbles resulted in increased angiogenesis by 72 hours under flow when compared to the control microbubbles delivering GFP (60 vs 30 sprouts and 400 um\textsuperscript{2} vs 150 um\textsuperscript{2} vascularized area). Also, 8 days post treatment, ultrasound and magnetic imaging showed strong and local bioluminescence signals from mice treated with SO-MNPs microbubbles when compared to that of controls (GFP microbubbles without magnetic field or ultrasound exposure).

Further improvements in theranostic nanoparticle technology include the ability to incorporate multimodality agents into the nanoparticle. The use of a single nanoparticle design to incorporate multiple modalities allows for several anatomical and physiological processes to be imaged while minimizing patient compliance. Lobatto and his group\textsuperscript{[186]} applied an anti-inflammatory drug-loaded paramagnetic liposome as a nanotheranostic for PAD. These glucocorticoid-loaded paramagnetic liposomes (PML) (~100 nm) were used for concurrent treatment, while imaging of plaque was achieved via MRI, NIRF, and PET/CT imaging modalities. Two days post IV administration, MRI revealed an increased signal intensity throughout the entire inflamed vessel wall due to the accumulation of glucocorticoid PMLs at the injured site. NIRF was able to explore the uptake and localization of these liposomes within the vessels, and the \textsuperscript{18}F-FDG PET/CT images, which provided quantitative information on
inflammation present, revealed a decrease in $^{18}$F-FDG uptake over a course of 7 days, indicating the efficacy of the treatment when compared to that of controls (free glucocorticoids).

Theranostic nanoparticles exhibit other advantages for PAD detection and therapy. One such advantage comes from the inherent properties of certain materials such as gold. Several metal-based materials, like gold and iron-oxides, have properties that allow for imaging via CT or MRI and therapeutic use as photodynamic therapy agents. Applications such as these will simplify the production process, minimize possible errors and increase ease of use.\cite{187} Nanoparticles allow for a high accumulation at targeted sites due to the ability to conjugate targeting biomolecules onto the surface. This ability combined with the therapeutic agents and imaging agents allows for sustained drug release and prolonged imaging for monitoring the treatment and better guided therapeutic regimens. Utilizing responsive release theranostic nanoparticles allows for image based guided release of drugs at time points that a physician deems beneficial for treatment while significantly reducing side effects. The culmination of multiple imaging modalities into a single nanoparticle, as discussed previously, provide the opportunity to assess disease treatment from various imaging modalities, taking advantage of each specialization.\cite{188} Despite its early thrust into the field of PAD, theranostic NPs elaborate their abilities of monitoring bio-distribution and NP dynamics in the body over time; hence, facilitating and speeding up preclinical development.

While interest continues to grow in theranostic nanoparticle capability, there are still concerns that need to be addressed before clinical standards can be met. Some shortcomings such as their complexity, lack of standardized testing procedures and regulations, potential toxicity of imaging probes, and variation in the manifestation of PAD between rodents and humans make their applications in clinical trials and/or human use a little longer. Toxicity of platforms such as quantum dots, as well as long-term toxicity potential of metal-based materials
and several contrast agents needs to be further explored in vivo. The cost of gold nanoparticles limits the usefulness of this promising material. Off-targeting and limited circulation times continue to need addressing in order to ensure that therapeutic agents are delivered to their specific target and that the nanoparticles remain around long enough to provide quality images over a specific period of time. Finally, further experiments are needed to confirm that the benefits of theranostics outweigh the increased difficulty in processing and creation of standard manufacturing procedures as well as any possible acute and chronic toxicity effects.[189]

1.5. Perspectives on NPs for PAD Detection and Therapy

Nanoparticles have shown to have superior advantages over traditional modes of detection and therapy. Their high versatility permits chemical and physical modifications that regulate activities such as controlled release of payloads for longer bioavailability and protection of genetic and protein materials within the nanoparticle. Reduction in PAD symptoms can achieved by using nanoparticles as scavengers for damage-causing ROS as well as reprogramming cells to express higher amounts of factors promoting cell viability. The ability to apply targeting moieties to nanoparticles increases their specificity to areas of disease as well as limits distribution and removal from circulation. Nanoparticles have the ability to carry larger amounts of contrast agents and/or therapeutic payloads compared to a single small molecule, while controlling the release rate, which means they are a reliable control over potential toxicity. With the application of targeting molecules conjugated onto nanoparticles, more of the contrast agent can be delivered to the area of interest better. The ability to load several contrast agents and surface modifications allows nanoparticles to be imaged by multiple modalities, increasing their usefulness and alleviating photobleaching. Utilization of nanoparticles with intrinsic properties, such as gold, allows for both imaging and photodynamic
therapies increased ease of use and production process. Combining targeting biomolecules allows for simultaneous treatment and imaging at specific diseased sites. Monitoring of the therapeutic effect while it is occurring allows for a better understanding of the overall therapeutic process. Stimuli responsive nanoparticles allow for tracking via imaging processes and controlled release of the therapeutic agent at the desired location.

Several innovative strategies from cancer therapy could be applied in PAD for example multistage vector (MSV) for gene therapy and smart nanoparticles. MSVs are typically composed of three stages: stage one is the porous microparticle housing nanoparticles, the second stage is the nanoparticle housing the therapeutic or imaging agent, and the third stage is the agent. MSVs become more advantageous when delivering siRNA for gene knockdown or knockout applications by utilizing multiple protective barriers to enzymatic degradation. Utilization of a three stage MSV loaded with EphA2 siRNA has shown to silence EphA2 genes in ovarian cancer models for 3 weeks with a single dose compared to free liposomal EphA2 siRNA injected every 3 days.\[^{190}\] As gene therapy research grows for PAD, the use of MSVs could provide enhanced treatment by maintaining a much longer expression of pro-angiogenic factors compared to the delivery of proteins directly. Smart nanoparticles are defined as nanoparticles that change conformation due to the presence of a specific stimuli. This change in conformation can allow for the release of the nanoparticles payload on demand. In PAD, this stimulus could be the presence of ROS, inflammation, cytokines, or pH change. Smart nanoparticles are currently being applied in cancer therapy where they demonstrate tremendous potential. There have been very few references to smart nanoparticles in regard to PAD.\[^{191}\]

Imaging precursor molecular events of plaque growth could allow for investigations into plaque instability and the various processes that contribute towards instability. Introducing molecular imaging techniques to structural imaging techniques can result in early prediction of thrombosis-prone plaque.\[^{192}\] Methods to non-invasively monitor the efficacy of cell therapy
in PAD remains a deficiency. The ability to track injected cells would allow for better
determination of accumulation and therapeutic responses. Molecular imaging techniques could
allow for a more in-depth analysis of novel therapeutic strategies prior to clinical studies, as
well as provide a guide for patient therapies during clinical studies.\textsuperscript{193}

A major concern of NPs is their safety, especially for those of metal-based NPs. Cationic
polymer NPs also pose toxic risks, especially at high molecular weights. Limited \textit{in vivo} studies
regarding release profiles prevents researchers from confidently saying \textit{in vitro} release profiles
match those of \textit{in vivo} release profiles. Nanoparticles that carry multiple payloads need further
\textit{in vivo} investigation as to possible unknown chemical reactions between the payloads that can
cause adverse side effects. Toxicity of contrast agents, including quantum dots and gadolinium,
presents concerns that need to be further addressed and limited to acceptable levels.
Eventhough Iron oxide-based nanoparticles require a synthesis process that overcomes poor
crystallinity and size variation, there still exist some limitations. For example, errors in
quantification at diseased sites has been shown to be caused by the dismantling of radiolabeled
isotopes from their nanoparticle because of chelating materials used for the nanoparticle.
Limitations to this growing area include concerns associated with toxicity of imaging agents
and metal-based nanoparticles, cost of gold nanoparticles, potential off-targeting, and limited
circulation time. A better understanding of long-term toxicity is needed via long-term \textit{in vivo}
studies. Furthermore, gold can be expensive, so the benefits need further validation that its
benefits outweigh the cost of production, and more cost-effective synthesis methods need to be
explored. Additionally, to ensure proper duration of therapy and imaging, nanoparticles need
to be assuredly delivered to their designated target. Nanoparticles that require separate
exogenous agents for therapy and imaging have a potential increased synthesis difficulty, and
creation of a standard procedure for manufacturing is difficult to compose. Nevertheless, NPs
have more advantages for PAD detection and therapy over their disadvantages, and might have
significant potential uses in clinical trials and human in the future the ability to view the drug build up in targeted regions and how each patient responds to treatment opens the doorway to personalized treatment strategies; hence meeting the changing needs of individual patients worldwide.

With the above stated advantages and disadvantages of how nanoparticles can be applied in PAD, we aim to study how we can affect non-invasive long-term therapy for vascular reconstruction. With such drive, we plan to test nanoparticles as protein carriers and non-viral vectors in gene therapy. Our objective is to study various groups of proteins and/or gene and monitor how they affect therapeutic angiogenesis in oxidative stressed environment. The study groups will constitute of singles or combination of proteins or plasmid DNA. Also, we shall test for complimentary strands of the same gene and evaluate their ability to induce angiogenesis in small animal models. The innovative aspect of this work lies in its 1) specificity of delivering a ligand and its receptor, and 2) the novelty of administering sense and antisense gene therapy in the ischemic tissue. The chosen ligands and plasmids cDNA were selected for their cytoprotective, cell proliferative, migratory and angiogenic properties. The therapeutic outcome from this work will go a long way in mitigating the existing wide gap there is from bedside to bench and the clinical demands in an effective PAD treatment.
CHAPTER 2

NANOPARTICLES AS CARRIERS OF ERYTHROPOIETIN AND ITS RECEPTOR FOR THERAPEUTIC ANGIOGENESIS

2.1. Introduction

Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is a subtype of atherosclerotic disease with focus on arteries mainly in the lower limb. Characterized by an obstructed and weakened lumen, endothelium layer dysfunction, insufficient blood flow and oxygen to nearby tissues; PAD could cause tissue necrosis, leading to amputation in advanced patients. Affecting ~12 million Americans, mostly elderly males ≥ 65 years old, PAD is prevalent with smoking, diabetes, high blood pressure and high cholesterol levels. Current therapeutic approaches include surgical bypass grafts, cell therapy, angioplasty and stents. However, their limitations including the invasive nature of surgeries, cell viability, stent apposition and thrombosis, make them less attractive.

Therapeutic angiogenesis, formation of new blood vessels from preexisting ones, is rapidly gaining momentum as an alternative method for tissue re-vascularizing. Therapeutic angiogenesis can be achieved by administering pro-angiogenic growth factors capable of mobilizing circulating endogenous cells such as bone marrow stem cells and endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) to injured tissue sites through paracrine, chemokine signaling or differentiation of these cells into vascular cells, which promote angiogenesis by stimulating neovascularization. For example, the common vasculogenic reagent, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), is well established for its potent cell proliferative and revascularization properties in vitro and in vivo. Additionally, when the chemokine CXCL12 also known as stromal cell derived factor 1α (SDF-1α) was tested for its angiogenic downstream mechanism, its results showed to enhance angiogenesis by directly
polarizing, migrating and organizing HUVECs into tubal structures.\textsuperscript{[202]} Protein therapy is a common angiogenic technique due to its readily/bioavailability to cells and tissues; a requirement for angiogenesis. These proteins are often delivered as bolus injection which could be enzymatically degraded, affecting their already short circulation half-life; thereby limiting their performance/outcome\textsuperscript{[203]} and requiring redosing that can cause negative feedback mechanisms. Another angiogenic approach is gene therapy (GT), delivering nucleic acids to a cell to invoke a desired response. However, the inadequate cell uptake of the naked DNA, DNA lysosomal entrapment and enzymatic denaturation, and low expression levels makes it less attractive.\textsuperscript{[204]}

To overcome the limitations of current protein therapy and gene therapy, we aim to develop EpoR and/or Epo NPs that gradually release EpoR and Epo for continuous bioavailability to cells to stimulate angiogenesis and to assess their efficacy in inducing angiogenesis in endothelial cells (ECs). Erythropoietin (Epo) and its receptor (EpoR) have individually shown their potential proangiogenic capacity. Epo, a 34 kDa cytokine produced in adult kidney is expressed by hypoxic ECs,\textsuperscript{[205]} and considered an outstanding proangiogenic factor for its association with vessel formation in the heart\textsuperscript{[206] and brain\textsuperscript{[207] and for its suppression of pro-apoptotic gene activation in carcinomas.\textsuperscript{[208] On the other hand, 66-78 kDa transmembrane EpoR protein is upregulated in hypoxic ECs,\textsuperscript{[209, 210]} has cytoprotective properties associated with apoptosis and inflammation,\textsuperscript{[211]} and mediates angiogenic effects of Epo.\textsuperscript{[212]} The novelty of this work includes the use of recombinant Epo protein and/or EpoR cDNA to protect ECs and facilitate angiogenesis under hypoxia and the controlled releases of EpoR cDNA and/or Epo protein from PLGA NPs for enhancing angiogenesis \textit{in vitro and in vivo}. In this research, Epo NPs, EpoR NPs, and EpoR/Epo NPs were formulated, and their properties, including their effects on EC proliferation, EC migration, EC protection under
stress conditions, and tube formation potential of ECs under hypoxia, were determined using various bioassays.

2.2. Materials and methods

2.2.1. Cell culture Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were purchased from ATCC, cultured in Vasculife® VEGF (LS-1020) (Lifeline cell technology), supplemented with 1% penicillin and streptomycin (Life technologies) and incubated at 21% O₂, 5% CO₂, 37°C, 95% air humidity. For all in vitro studies and assays using HUVECs, cells were incubated with conditioned media (CM) containing 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (GElifescience).

2.2.2. Construction/purification of the human EpoR plasmid Plasmid DNA encoding the EpoR gene was cloned into the pMXs-IRES-GFP vector (Cell Biolabs Inc.). These vectors were expanded using chemically competent DH5α Escherischia Coli (E.Coli) cells (Invitrogen) in SOC medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with ampicillin (Sigma). The EndoFree plasmid mega kit (Qiagen) was used to purify the plasmid DNA grown from bacteria cells.

2.2.3. Synthesis of Epo NPs poly(lactic-co-glycolic) (PLGA) NPs were prepared by the standard double emulsion (W/O/W) solvent evaporation technique. In brief, Epo (Peprotech) was cryopreserved using protective reagents, including Bovine serum albumin (BSA), as previously described. Cryopreserved Epo (0.02 mg) was dissolved in DI water (0.2mL) to form water phase 1 (W₁). W₁ was added dropwise to 40 mg PLGA 50:50 (Lakeshore Biomaterials) dissolved in 1mL dichloromethane (DCM) (EMD Millipore Corporation) to form the organic (oil) phase and sonicated at 30 watts for 1 min. This emulsion was later added dropwise to 12 mL of poly vinyl alcohol (PVA) 5% (w/v) (Sigma) solution (W₂) and sonicated at 40 W for 10 mins on ice. Particle suspension was stirred overnight at room temperature to
ensure a complete DCM evaporation. Epo NPs were recovered by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 30 mins at 25°C. Supernatant was collected for determining loading efficiency. All NPs were lyophilized and stored in powder form at -20°C when not in use and were freshly reconstituted in appropriate solvent for our experiments.

2.2.4. PEI coating and EpoR plasmid DNA loading Surface modification was made on the above PLGA NPs to produce EpoR NPs. [218] In brief, 0.05% (w/v) branched polyethyleneimine (PEI) (bPEI 1200) (Polysciences) was added to PLGA NPs according to the PLGA-PEI ratio of 25:1 (w/w). This mixture was left to rotate at room temperature for 30 mins allowed for electrostatic bonding. PEI-PLGA NPs were recovered by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 30 mins at 25°C. Lyophilized NPs were suspended in 25μg/mL plasmid cDNA solution and incubated for one hour at a PEI-DNA ratio 0.03:1. Nanoparticle groups fabricated were empty vector-PEI-PLGA-Epo NPs, EpoR-PEI-PLGA-BSA NPs, EpoR-PEI-PLGA-Epo NPs, and empty vector-PEI-PLGA-NPs which we shall refer to as Epo NPs, EpoR NPs, EpoR/Epo NPs, and blank NPs respectively throughout this study. pMXs-IRES-GFP also served as the control cDNA model (empty vector) for coating onto NPs.

2.2.5. Characterization NPs Size and surface charge measurements were performed using the Zeta Potential Analyzer (Brookhaven instruments co.) that applied dynamic light scattering (DLS) from NP Brownian motion. Morphology was confirmed via transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and NP stability in 0.9% solutions of saline and simulated body fluid (SBF) [219] was tested for 48 hours as previously described. [220, 221] Additionally, for in vitro release profiles of Epo and EpoR, 1 ml of NP suspension (1 mg/ml) for each NP type was added to dialysis bags with molecular weight cut-off of 300 kDa (Spectrum Laboratories Inc.) and dialyzed against 1X PBS at 37°C for 28 days. At each time points, 1 ml of dialysate was
collected from the samples and replaced with 1 ml of fresh 1X PBS. Pierce BCA protein assays (Fisher Scientific) and absorbance (260/280) via spectrophotometry (Tecan) quantified the released protein and cDNA, respectively. Lastly, NP loading efficiency (LE) was quantified by the amount of un-entrapped reagent from collected supernatant. The LE can be calculated as the percentage of protein/cDNA used initially during NP formulation (Equation 2.1).

\[
LE\% = \frac{protein/cDNA\ used - protein/cDNA\ in\ supernatant}{protein/cDNA\ used} \times 100
\]  

(2.1)

2.2.6. In vitro studies of NPs

2.2.6.1. Transfection efficacy of NPs for EpoR expression and Epo secretion over time.
HUVECs were seeded in tissue cultured plates one day before NP treatment. Cells were then treated with NP in Opti-mem (Thermofisher) for 4 hours. After which they were washed and re-incubated with CM and incubated for a duration of 5 days. Supernatant was collected every day and replenished with fresh CM. Collected supernatant was used to perform ELISA assays (Thermofisher) for EpoR and Epo via the manufacturer’s instructions. HUVECs in 24-well plates were transfected with NPs (62.5µg/mL) in Opti-mem media for 4 hours at 37°C. Cells were washed and replenished with CM for 48 hours. Cells exposed to lipofectamine 2000 + EpoR cDNA plasmids served as a positive control. Lipofectamine 2000 (thermofisher) is a well-known and recognized transfection agent. Analysis of transfection was performed by the percentage of GFP expressing cDNA EC population (Equation 2.2).

\[
\%\ Transfection = \left( \frac{Cells\ with\ GFP}{Cells\ without\ GFP + Cells\ with\ GFP} \right) \times 100
\]  

(2.2)

2.2.6.2. Cellular uptake. HUVECs were seeded in tissue culture plates 1 day before treatment. Cells were treated with NPs re-suspended at various concentrations (0-2 mg/ml) in Opti-mem
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media for 4 hours. Quantification of NPs up-taken by cells were analyzed through the amount of fluorescence to the total protein correlated to the cell number from cell lysate via spectrophotometry.\cite{222,223}

### 2.2.7. Therapeutic efficacy of NPs

#### 2.2.7.1. On EC proliferation

HUVECs were pre-transfecting with NPs (62.5μg/mL) for 24 hours, then the cells were incubated with CM for 3 days in a hypoxic condition (< 1% O$_2$, 5% CO$_2$ in nitrogen at 37°C). A parallel cell culture plate was incubated in a normal oxygen environment (21% O$_2$, 5% CO$_2$, 37°C, 95% air humidity). At each time point (1 and 3 days), MTS assays were performed to analyze the number of viable cells following the company (Promega)’s instructions. DNA quantification using Picogreen assays (Invitrogen) served as another supportive assessment. Cells treated with 25ng/mL of VEGF and CM served as positive and negative controls, respectively.

#### 2.2.7.2. On EC protection from ROS species

Pre-transfected HUVECs seeded in 48 wells (as previously stated) were washed and replenished with 200μM H$_2$O$_2$ in CM for 1, 4 and 7 days at 37°C. Cells + H$_2$O$_2$ (NT) served as negative control while quiescent cells without exposure to H$_2$O$_2$ served as positive control. After each time point, cell viability was confirmed via MTS assays.

#### 2.2.7.3. On the protein expression profile

Whole cell lysates of pre-transfected HUVECs exposed to hypoxia were collected to determine the protein profiles. Protein quantification via Bradford protein assays (Biorad) was performed before running lysed extracts on an SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis. The protein bands were later transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Biorad) and electrophoresed at 90V for 1 hour. After overnight membrane blockage using 5%
milk solution, the nitrocellulose membrane was treated with primary and secondary antibodies against EpoR, Epo, phosphorylated STAT-3 (pSTAT-3), HIF-1α, and GAPDH (control) proteins.

2.2.7.4. *On EC migration.* In 96 well plates, pre-transfected HUVECs were scratched, using a pipette tip to create a wound as previously described, washed with PBS and incubated in basal media for 24 hours at 37ºC in normal conditions. A phase contrast microscope was used to obtain the initial and final wound distances. Measurements of the recovered distance was analyzed using Image J analysis software.

2.2.7.5. *On the ability of treated cells to induce angiogenesis.* HUVECs’ ability to form tubular structures via matrigels was performed as previously described. In this study, quiescent HUVECs pre-treated with NPs (62.5 µg/mL) for 4 hours were harvested and seeded on low basement membrane matrigels with basal media in a 48-well plate. Cells were further incubated in hypoxia (< 1% O₂, 5% CO₂ in nitrogen at 37ºC) for 8 hours. Non-transfected cells (NT) and cells exposed to 25 ng/mL VEGF served as negative and positive controls, respectively. After 8 hours, phase contrast microscopy was performed to obtain and determine the level of tubes formed. Quantification of the sprouting length and density was analyzed using Image J analysis software.

2.2.8. *In vitro characterization of NPs*

2.2.8.1. *Hemo-compatibility of NPs* was tested using acid citrate dextrose anticoagulant (ACD) human blood exposed to various NP concentrations (0-1 mg/ml). Whole blood clotting time was evaluated by activation of 50 µL blood with CaCl₂, (sigma) and recorded (0-60 minutes) by absorbance (540 nm) via spectrophotometry. In addition, a hemolysis assessment of red blood cells (RBCs) exposure to NPs at 37ºC for 2 hours was performed by using saline (0.9%)
(sigma) diluted blood on NPs and absorbance read at 545 nm. Each sample group was studied at n=20 due to human blood variation issues. Percentage hemolysis was calculated using the equation below (Equation 2.3).

\[
\% \text{ hemolysis} = \frac{[(\text{absorbance of tested NPs}) - (\text{absorbance of negative control})]}{\text{absorbance of positive control}}
\]  

(2.3)

2.2.8.2. Cyto-compatibility of NPs, HUVECs were seeded in culture plates and treated with various concentrations (0-1 mg/ml) of NPs for 24 hours in CM. Cell viability and death were assessed via MTS cell viability and LDH (Lactate dehydrogenase, a cytosolic enzyme indicated cell toxicity and cytolysis in media) assays, respectively.

2.2.9. Statistical analysis: All data were expressed as means±S.E.M. and were analyzed by two-way ANOVA with Fisher’s adjustment, and \( P < 0.05 \) was considered to be statistically significant.

2.3. Results

2.3.1. Characterization of NPs. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Table 2.1) and transmission electron microscopy (Figure 2.1A) confirmed that most of NPs had the average diameter ~200nm.
PEI coating was confirmed via ninhydrin assays and FTIR spectroscopy (data not shown). Epo and EpoR release from NPs confirmed a biphasic profile with an initial burst then a controlled, sustained release over 21 days (Figure 2.1B). Lastly, in solutions of saline and SBF, NPs maintained their original size up to 48 hours of exposure (Figure 2.1C) demonstrating their stability in these solvents. NPs also did not increase in particle sizes when they were incubated with complete media containing serum (data not shown), indicating their stability in this solution.

2.3.1. In vitro characterization of NPs. At 1 and 5 days, ELISA results confirmed increasing EpoR expression and Epo secretion by HUVECs (Figure 2.2 A-B). This confirms that EpoR and Epo are made available to cells for therapeutic angiogenesis via EpoR/Epo pathway. In 4
hours, HUVECs were able to engulf an average of 5µg NPs/µg protein for all NP groups (Figure 2.2C).

Figure 2.2. Epo secretion and EpoR expression by ECs. Low serum supernatant was collected from HUVECs exposed to NPs for ELISA analysis of or A) Epo protein secretion. B) EpoR protein expression (n=3). (P < 0.05 w.r.t control; mean ± SEM) C) NPs uptaken by HUVECs.

2.3.2. Therapeutic efficacy of NPs on EC proliferation and protection. A significant number in cell proliferation (Figure 2.3A) was observed in groups of Epo NPs, EpoR NPs and EpoR/Epo NPs when compared to that of free Epo/EpoR solution and control groups at day 1 and 3. Although, VEGF out performed most of NPs at day 1, cell proliferation in most NP sample groups were comparable to that of VEGF after 3 days of exposure. Following a 200µM H₂O₂ treatment, HUVECs pretreated with Epo NPs, EpoR NPs and EpoR/Epo NPs induced cell viability compared to those exposed to blank NPs and NT groups at all time points. When comparing with VEGF at day 1, Epo NPs, EpoR NPs and EpoR/Epo NPs showed similar protectiveness, however, by days 4 and 7 they outperformed VEGF by 2.7-folds and 2.5-folds, 1.67-folds and 2.8-folds, and 2.6 and 4.4-folds, respectively (Figure 2.3B).
2.3.3. Therapeutic efficacy of NPs on EC migration and tube formation. Epo NPs, EpoR NPs and EpoR/Epo NPs showed to significantly reduce the initial wound gap. EpoR/Epo NPs showed highest EC migration, and its performance was like that of VEGF (Figure 2.4A). Within 12 hours, the total tube length of samples was in the following order: EpoR/Epo NPs > EpoR NPs > VEGF > Epo NPs and they were all significantly higher than that of blank NPs, free EpoR/Epo, or NT groups (Figure 2.4B).
Figure 2.4. Therapeutic efficacy of NPs on ECs migration and tube formation. A) cell migration of transfected HUVECs (1x10⁴ cell) in basal media incubated in <1% O₂, 5% CO₂ in nitrogen at 37°C for 24 hours and analyzed via phase contrast microscopy and Image J software (n=4). (i) wound closure distance for all samples groups. (ii) representative images of cells samples exposed to EpoR NPs from T=0 hr to T=24hrs. B) (i) Tube formation by transfected HUVECs (3x10⁴ cells) in basal media incubated in <1% O₂, 5% CO₂ at 37°C for 8 hours (n=4). Positive control (cells + VEGF) negative control (NT) (non-transfected cells in basal media) (ANOVA, P< 0.05 w.r.t. NT). (ii) representative image of transfected HUVECs seeded unto a Matrigel at T=8 hrs.

2.3.4. Hemo-and cyto-compatibility of NPs. As per the American society for testing and materials (ASTM F756-00, 2000), based on the degree of hemolysis, biomaterials can be classified as non-hemolytic (0-2% hemolysis), slightly hemolytic (2-5% hemolysis), and hemolytic (≥5% hemolysis). Hemolysis results showed <2% RBCs lysis (Figure 2.5A).
Also, cytocompatibility of NPs was established >80% viability at concentration ≤1mg/mL (Figure 2.5B).

**Figure 2. 5. In vitro characterization of NPs.** A) Hemolysis properties of EpoR/Epo NP demonstrated to be <2% hemolytic. B) Cytocompatibility of NPs.

### 2.3.5. Protein expression by ECs treated with NPs

After 1 day of exposure to NPs under hypoxic conditions, western blot analysis (Figure 2.6) for expressed proteins, including EpoR, Epo, and STATs, confirmed that EpoR protein in sample groups in this order: EpoR NPs > Epo NPs > EpoR/Epo NPs = Free EpoR/Epo > NT. Epo expression in Epo NPs = EpoR NPs > EpoR/Epo NPs > free EpoR/Epo > NT. Also, pSTAT-3 produced spliced variant of the 94kDa pSTAT-3α and 86kDa pSTAT-3β protein. pSTAT-3α in Epo NPs = EpoR NPs > EpoR/Epo NPs > free EpoR/Epo > NT; while pSTAT-3β in EpoR/Epo NPs > EpoR NPs > Epo NPs > free EpoR/Epo > NT
2.4. Discussion

Angiogenesis is critical to various physiological and pathological assessment in the body. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at delivering both a receptor and its ligand for therapeutic angiogenesis via nanoparticles. The present study showed that the use of NPs for Epo and/or EpoR delivery was feasible for therapeutic angiogenesis to treat PAD by being stable, hemo-compatible, biocompatible, non-viral carriers with sustained release properties. The released EpoR and Epo remain functional in ECs by facilitating cell proliferation, enhancing cell protection in oxidative stress, fostering cell migration, and boosting neo-vasculature.

Figure 2.6. Protein expression by EC treated NPs. Following hypoxia treatment, pre-treated HUVECs lysates were collected and analyze via western blotting for fold induction of genes EpoR, Epo, STAT-3, BCL-2, and GAPDH (housekeeping gene): A) EpoR and B) Epo expression was increased in cells treated with Epo NPs and EpoR NPs. C) STAT-3, signal transducer involved at the transcriptional level, showed to be highest in cells treated with EpoR NPs than any other group.
PLGA, an FDA approved biodegradable polymer, produced ~200nm NPs formulated by our group was similar to other NPs [136] and with a controlled degradation rate.[203] Our Epo NPs consisted of 67% encapsulation efficiency and exhibited 49% release within 21 days, whereas Epo chitosan NPs showed 63% released within 15 days.[231] Due to its anionic surface, PLGA NPs are branded as foreign by reticulo endothelial systems (RES).[232] To overcome this hurdle, surface modifications using cationic, low MW, PEI polymer was applied because of its prominent transfection properties.[233] This alteration improved the formation of spherical complexes with DNA, membrane permeability and DNA translocation to the nucleus.[234] Previous studies disclosed loading efficiency of 99% V1Jns plasmid[235] and 65% HUVECs transfection[236] supported our findings of a 97% EpoR loading efficiency using PEI in PLGA NPs and about 60% HUVEC transfection (compared to that of 58% expression by lipofectamine 2000). With a biphasic release profile from our EpoR NPs, the confirmed properties from this work are suitable to sustain gene and protein delivery in targeted tissues or cells.

Hitherto, therapeutic angiogenesis is often applied using VEGF, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), and platelet derived growth factor (PDGF). Unfortunately, the unmet clinical need to reperfusion and ensure vascular reconstruction remains challenging. Vascular growth emerges from EC proliferation and migration, which are regulated by a multitude of pro-angiogenic agents.[237] Epo stimulate angiogenesis by directly influencing VEGF and EC proliferation,[238] by inducing DNA replication, cell proliferation and cyclins’ expression.[239] Our Epo NPs produced 2-fold increase in proliferation at day 3 compared to control, blank NPs and free EpoR/Epo; whereas 0.25-fold[240] and 1.5-fold[241] increase were observed by Epo gelatin hydrogel and VEGF-NPs at day 3, respectively. Enhanced endogenous cell recruitment to injury site is essential for angiogenesis. Epo-induced cell migration significantly improves healing process and upregulates VEGF mRNA.[242] This cytokine Epo regulates VEGF by
their shared tyrosine kinase, as the intracellular messenger, and boost cell migration.\textsuperscript{[242]} Furthermore, Epo has increased CD31 gene expression, protein wound content and VEGF mRNA levels in injured mice.\textsuperscript{[243]} Moreover, other molecules can influence major growth factor (GF) expression. For instance, LL37 peptide\textsuperscript{[244]} and curcumin\textsuperscript{[245]} improved wound healing by upregulating VEGF, while Glypican-1 nanoliposomes promoted migration and improved total tube formation by upregulating more FGF-2 than VEGF levels.\textsuperscript{[246]} Therefore, post-injury, endogenous levels of pro-angiogenic GFs are insufficient to sustain healing, and by applying exogenous molecules, a healing stimulation is eminent. This could explain the 6-fold EC migratory increase in the Epo NPs compared those samples of NT and blank NPs.

Furthermore, oxidative stress from reactive oxygen species (ROS) compounds, hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$) and superoxide anion, are major initiators of EC damage. H$_2$O$_2$ is selected as our stress condition because it is a small nonpolar molecule, with long biological life span, that easily diffuses into cells.\textsuperscript{[247]} Its presence in ECs diminishes proliferation and reduces cell viability.\textsuperscript{[248]} Epo has been found to mitigate EC susceptibility to oxidants via NO upregulation.\textsuperscript{[249]} Epo NPs effectively prevented EC damage by sustaining cell viability and deactivating proinflammatory cytokines (e.g. TNF).\textsuperscript{[250]} Epo NPs, EpoR NPs, and EpoR/Epo NPs demonstrated their cell protection (195%, 215% and 339%, respectively) under H$_2$O$_2$ damage or exposure, especially at larger time points (day 7). When catalase (superoxide dismutase (SOD)) magnetic NPs were delivered to ECs, only 62% cells were rescued from H$_2$O$_2$ damage.\textsuperscript{[251]}

Tube formation in ECs by delivering of growth factors are well-documented. For instance, VEGF NPs produced capillary-like tubes\textsuperscript{[252]} and improved micro-vessel density in rabbit models,\textsuperscript{[253]} while partial recovery of mice ischemic limb\textsuperscript{[254]} and blood flow reperfusion in rat hindlimb\textsuperscript{[255]} by FGF-PLGA NPs are documented. Like these studies, we observed 1.7-fold improvement of total tube length in 8 hours than that of NT group; and comparable to
that of VEGF. ECs formed matrigel tubes by Epo are said to be more stable and complex than FGF\[256\] because Epo causes an influx of Ca\(^{2+}\), which activates Akt and increases NO bioavailability and ultimately induces angiogenesis.\[257\] These reports confirm that despite being major players in angiogenesis, there exist a dependency by common GF and other molecules for effective angiogenesis.

Currently, genes encoding pro-angiogenic GFs are delivered using unregulated vectors with limited expression levels,\[258-260\] which impedes therapeutic efficacy in cells and tissues. Consequently, sustained gene expression is essential for cell proliferation and migration, especially in hypoxia. This is the first report on EpoR cDNA plasmid application for PAD. EpoR enhances cell proliferation by increasing Epo secretion, which facilitates its synergism with VEGF in ECs.\[261\] The tyrosine residue on EpoR transmembrane protein serves as a docking site to other proteins which results to synergism therapeutic efficacy. At day 3, EpoR NPs enhanced better EC proliferation (by 1.1-fold) than VEGF plasmid hydrogel (0.3-fold).\[262\] Furthermore, EpoR acts as a signaling molecule for cell recruitment. For instance, by upregulating VEGF, the EpoR/Epo pathway also indirectly plays in endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) recruitment.\[263\] EpoR NPs effected significant cell migration in ECs than that of NT and blank NPs, but due to short treatment/expression time, no difference was detected to that of VEGF group.

The production of ROS compounds within ischemic cells and tissues causes oxidative stress, influx of pro-inflammatory cells and activation of apoptotic pathways. Hence, protecting mitochondrial activity in peripheral tissue brings one step closer in promoting angiogenesis.\[264\] Exogenous EpoR released from our NPs protected HUVECs from H\(_2\)O\(_2\) damage by increased cell viability (2-folds) and reduced mitochondrial dysfunction a phenomenon not observed by VEGF, blank NPs nor NT. EC transfection with EpoR NPs might produce anti-oxidative and anti-inflammatory effects in H\(_2\)O\(_2\) stress induction. We
deduced that VEGF has no anti-oxidative properties. Our results are consistent with Zhao et al. [265] who applied SelS plasmid in HUVECs and observed similar anti-oxidative properties in the presence of H2O2. In stressed conditions, NO undergoes oxidative modification. [266] The defensive essence of EpoR in ECs may also be involved with the regulation of NO by ensuring its bioavailability to cells, which in turn mitigated inflammation and promoted angiogenesis. [267]

Genes constantly produce large quantities of proteins to sustain GF levels, without the need for multiple injections, to achieve neovascularization. EpoR NPs outperformed VEGF in total tube length probably due to the latter’s limited protein molecules. Comparably, collateral circulation and neovessel development from VEGF plasmid NPs in ischemic rabbits, [268] and a steady 12 days expression of VEGF plasmid-PLGA nanospheres in ischemic mice limbs, [258] were superior than free VEGF plasmids. Additionally, other nucleic acid such as MiR-92a-lentivirus enhanced tube formation in H2O2 and activated Akt pathway; [269] miR-126-3p-microbubbles improved capillary density and vascular reperfusion; [270] and miR-126-liposomes, upregulated angiogenic factors and increased blood flow. [271]

Substantial protein levels are essential for development of therapeutic angiogenesis. After 1 day hypoxic treatment, NPs transfected HUVECs initiated angiogenesis by expressing various pro-angiogenic proteins and pathways. EpoR/Epo pathway activation is confirmed by expressed Epo. In hypoxia, the upregulation of EpoR on ECs has a positive feedback effect on Epo secretion. Additionally, STAT 3- is a pleitropic factor involved in quick changes in gene expression due to stimuli such as GF, cytokines or hormones. Phosphorylated STAT-3 is a major regulator in maintaining interaction between extracellular activities and cytokine induced genes expression changes. [272] STAT-3 protects mammalian cells from apoptosis and acts as a mediator for VEGF EC activation and angiogenesis. [273] Yang et al. [274] confirmed 40 times higher VEGF protein expression by plasmid VEGF NPs. Hence, its expression induced
by our Epo NPs, EpoR NPs and EpoR/Epo NPs can be deduced to have been involved in the proliferation and protection of HUVECs. We see that levels of both splice STAT-3 variants are enhanced by EpoR NPs; however, more the STAT-3α is expressed in Epo NPs while more STAT-3β is expressed by EpoR/Epo NPs. Very minimal levels of both variants are observed in free EpoR/Epo and NT groups.

Synergistic NP co-delivery of different reagents have been published. Recently, Glypican-1/FGF nanoliposome enhanced FGF mediated cell proliferation,[246] while VEGF+angiopoietin-1 NPs increased cell growth by 90% in 2 weeks.[275] Despite no synergism, EpoR/Epo NPs demonstrated higher EC protection in H2O2 after 7 days of exposure(400% of control day 1), surpassing positive control (~300%). Additionally, EpoR/Epo pathway is involved in the mobilization of EPCs in angiogenesis and influences VEGF to boost cell migration.[276] More recently, VEGF plasmid/apelin NPs produced higher and more compacted tubules than VEGF plasmid alone,[277] while co-delivery of bFGF and VEGF nanogels enhanced tubular formation compare to those of single ones.[278] Enhanced tube formation by EpoR/Epo NPs is due to EpoR and Epo bioavailability to cells, resulting in a positive feedback mechanism at the EpoR/Epo pathway, which in turns results in more VEGF production. Other groups[279] have reported the co-delivery of FGF-2 fragmin/protamine NPs (FGF-2 + F/P NPs) is effective in restoring hindlimb function in rat models than single delivery (FGF-2 NPs or F/P NPs). Unlike these studies, no synergistic effect was observed in our EpoR/Epo NPs, and it might be possible either that EpoR cDNA plasmid released from our NPs did not induce enough EpoR expression for Epo synergistic effects or that Epo and EpoR cDNA interact somehow, leading to lesser, but still effective therapy.
2.5. Limitations
Regarding issues of cell toxicity from higher MW PEI, we opted for lower MW. Furthermore, no synergism was observed in EpoR/Epo NPs in most of our studies; therefore, we would further investigate the role of EpoR NPs only in the ischemic hindlimb mice model.

2.6. Conclusion and future work
PAD progresses due to various factors such as endothelium dysfunction, local ischemia, and oxidative stress. Even though GFs such as VEGF and FGF have been tested clinically, they weren’t enough to restore blood flow in ischemic tissues. We developed NPs for Epo, EpoR and EpoR/Epo with improved bioavailability to cells and observed their distinguished performance in enhanced cell proliferation, refined cell protection in stressed conditions, and facilitated cell migration and tubular formation. By delivering these NPs, therapeutic angiogenesis can be achieved and applied as a noninvasive therapeutic option for most of PAD patients.
CHAPTER 3

NANOPARTICLES FOR DELIVERY OF SENSE AND ANTI-SENSE cDNA OF EpoR FOR THERAPEUTIC ANGIOGENESIS

3.1. Introduction

Atherosclerosis is known to affect many people globally. As an atherosclerosis outcome, peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is impairment in arterial function causing limited blood and oxygen reaching tissues of the lower extremities.[280] PAD can progress to become critical limb ischemia (CLI). In CLI, there are higher chances of tissue damage, amputation and other associated disorders in patients. PAD is affecting millions of patients in the U.S (~12 millions) especially elderly males of more than 60 years old,[195, 196] and there is no current effective approved therapy. For CLI, current techniques of reducing ongoing symptoms of PAD are via amputation, surgical bypass grafts, cell therapy, angioplasty and stents; however, these approaches are invasive with limited cell viability and poor long-term patency.[281]

Gene therapy is the modification of defective cells or tissues by delivering of nucleic acid molecules as therapeutic agents. These genes are often delivered through viral or adenoviral vectors due to their high transfection efficiency. However, concerns associated with immunogenicity and/or potential mutagenesis have caused non-viral vectors to be opted as alternative gene carriers.[282] Non-viral vectors such as nanoparticles (NPs), often are in the form of lipids or polymeric materials with minimal toxicity effects.[283, 284] Poly (lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) is an FDA approved biodegradable polymer with good encapsulation properties that provides controlled, sustained release of its payload,[203] while polyethyleneimine (PEI) is a cost effective polymer with outstanding transfection properties, for its ability to
form complexes with DNA molecules through electrostatic interactions resulting into higher transfection efficiency. In addition, this polyplex (PEI-DNA) has the ability to produce a proton-sponge effect hence erading lysosomal degradation. It should also be noted PEI transfection efficiency and toxicity are dependent on its molecular weight.\textsuperscript{285, 286} Common pro-angiogenic growth factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) are well known for their proliferative and reconstructive properties.\textsuperscript{200, 201} VEGF plasmid DNA (pDNA) enhanced blood vessel formationn and recovered injured tissue in patients, who had been scheduled for below the knee amputation;\textsuperscript{287} however, adenoviral delivery of this plasmid is ineffectiveness in improving patients’ quality of life, maintaining an average ABI, reducing peripheral edemas, and improving peak walking time.\textsuperscript{288} Also, fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2) gene is mentioned for its angiogenic properties.\textsuperscript{289} Clinically, this gene caused a gross trim in amputation and death risks; however, it demonstrated no ulcer healing properties.\textsuperscript{290} Furthermore, platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) gene is recognized for its role in signaling perivascular cells, while hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) gene was commended for its pain reduction and ABI improvement.\textsuperscript{291}

The outstanding potential of gene therapy in some cases is in its transisent protein expression at maintaining systemic concentration. Furthermore, there is the possibility of delivering more that one therapeutic gene. Therefore, in this work, we plan on the application of NPs delivering singles (sense or anti-sense) and combination DNA, that are complimentary strands to the erythropoietin receptor (EpoR) gene. These NPs will slowly release the loaded plasmids for constitutive bioavailability to cells to affect angiogenic outcomes in ischemic tissues. For this study, sense EpoR and anti-sense EpoR, shall be referred as EpoR and RopE, respectively. EpoR is a 66-78 kDa transmembrane protein upregulated in hypoxic ECs\textsuperscript{209, 210} consist of cytoprotective properties to apoptosis, inflammation and mediates angiogenic effects of Epo,\textsuperscript{212} while RopE has been reported to be concurrently upregulated with EpoR expression
The novelty of this work is portrayed using a complimentary strand of the same gene to protect, recruit and restore tissue functions via angiogenesis. In this research, we evaluated the formulated EpoR NPs, RopE NPs, and EpoR/RopE NPs for their possibility and efficacy as non-viral vectors in angiogenic gene therapy and investigated their roles in restoring ischemic limbs of mice.

3.2. Materials and method

3.2.1. Cell culture. Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were purchased from ATCC, were maintained in Vasculife® VEGF (LS-1020) medium (Lifeline cell technology) at 37°C, incubator with a 95% air humidifier and 5% CO₂ atmosphere. HUVEC culture medium supplemented with 1% penicillin and streptomycin (Life technologies) was changed every other day. Conditioned media (CM) having 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (GElifescience) was used for HUVECs in all in vitro studies and assays.

3.2.2. Expression and purification of the human EpoR and RopE plasmids. EpoR was expressed and purified as previously described. Briefly, EpoR and RopE genes were cloned into the pMXs-IRES-GFP vectors (Cell Biolabs Inc.). These vectors were expanded using Chemically competent DH5α Escherischia Coli (E.Coli) cells (Invitrogen) in SOC medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with ampicillin (Sigma) were used to expand the vectors and plasmid purification was performed using EndoFree plasmid mega kit following the company (Qiagen)’s instructions.

3.2.3. Preparation of EpoR and RopE NPs
3.2.3.1. **Plasmid DNA loading.** Polymer-nucleic acids complexes were prepared via bonding.\[218\] Briefly, branched PEI (bPEI 1200) (Polysciences) was prepared to a final concentration of 0.05% (w/v). PEI (0.06 mg) was added to the DNA(2mg)-glucose (2mg) solution and left to form complex via electrostatic bonding at room temperature for 30mins under rotation. PEI-DNA (0.03:1) (w/w) solution (W₁) was further applied in PLGA NP synthesis.

3.2.3.2. **PLGA nanoparticle synthesis.** The standard double emulsion (W₁/O/W₂) solvent evaporation technique was applied in PLGA NPs synthesis.\[214-217\] Briefly, the above solution (W₁) was added to 40 mg PLGA 50:50 (Lakeshore Biomaterials) in 1 mL dichloromethane (DCM) (EMD Millipore Corporation) (O) to form the first emulsion and sonicated at 30 wats for 1 min on ice. Drops of this emulsion (W₁/O) was to 12 mL of poly vinyl alcohol (PVA) 5% (w/v) (Sigma) solution (water-phase 2) and sonicated at 40 W for 10 mins on ice followed by overnight stirring at room temperature to ensure complete organic solvent evaporation. Centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 30 mins at 25°C and freeze-drying were performed to recover PLGA-PEI-cDNA NPs. Supernatant was kept for determining the encapsulation efficiency of DNA plasmids in NPs. All lyophilized NPs were stored in at -20°C when not in use and were freshly reconstituted in appropriate solvent for our experiments. Empty vector (GFP-encoded plasmid cDNA) was used as the control cDNA model for encapsulation within NPs. Nanoparticles groups fabricated were EpoR NPs, RopE NPs, EpoR/RopE NPs (1/2 mg EpoR plasmid and ½ mg RopE plasmid), and empty vector NPs.

3.2.4. **Characterization of NPs encapsulating EpoR and RopE gene.** Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) confirmed morphology and laser light scattering from NP brownian motion of Zeta Potential Analyzer (Brookhaven instruments co.) were recorded for
size and zeta potential measurements, and stability in saline solutions (0.9%) was monitored for 48 hours as previously described.[220, 221] EpoR and RopE NPs in vitro release profiles were studied using NP suspensions (1 mg/ml) in dialysis bags (300 kDa; EpoR M.W= 6.0 kb) (Spectrum Laboratories Inc.) and dialyzed against 1X PBS at 37°C for 28 days. At designed time, 1 ml of dialysate was replenished with 1 ml of fresh 1X PBS. An UV absorbance (260/280) via spectrophotometry (Tecan) quantified released cDNA. Lastly, un-entrapped cDNA from collected supernatant was quantified for gene loading efficiency (LE) as the percentage of cDNA initially used during NP formulation (Equation 3.1).

\[
\text{Loading efficiency} = \frac{\text{cDNA used} - \text{cDNA in supernatant}}{\text{cDNA used}} \times 100
\]  

3.2.5. In vitro studies of EpoR and RopE NPs

3.2.5.1. Hemo-compatibility of NPs, various concentrations (0-1 mg/ml) of NPs were exposed to human blood. Whole blood clotting was analyzed by activation of 50 μL blood with CaCl\textsubscript{2} (sigma), and the time for blood clotting was recorded (0-60 minutes) via absorbance at 540 nm as previously described.[229] Furthermore, a hemolysis test to study the red blood cells integrity upon exposure to NPs at 37°C for 2 hours was performed by exposing saline (0.9%) (sigma) diluted blood to NPs and read at 545 nm. Each sample group was studied at n=20 due to human blood variation issues. The absorbance was converted calculated using the equation below (Equation 3.2).

\[
\% \text{ hemolysis} = \frac{\text{[absorbance of tested NPs] - [absorbance of (-) control]}}{\text{absorbance of (+) control}} \times 100
\]  

3.2.5.2. Cyto-compatibility of our NPs, HUVECs were seeded in culture plates and treated with various concentrations (0-2 mg/ml) of NPs for 24 hours in CM. Cell viability and death were
assessed via MTS cell viability and LDH (Lactate dehydrogenase, a cytosolic enzyme indicated cell toxicity and cytolysis in media) assays, respectively.

3.2.6. **GFP cDNA plasmid expression.** HUVECs were seeded in tissue culture plates one day before treatment. Cells were treated with 1 mg/mL NPs in Opti-mem solutions for 4 hours. The DNA quantification was achieved via nanodrop spectrophotometry for total DNA content when compared to that of control group.[222, 223] DNA expression was performed using a 24 well plate with NPs (62.5µg/mL) in opti-mem media for 4 hours at 37°C. Cells were washed and replenished with media with serum for 48 hours. Cells’ nuclei were stained with DAPI while uptaken cells expressed GFP tagged plasmid. Analysis was performed by the fluorescence of GFP expressing cDNA in the endothelial cell population.

3.2.7. **In vitro therapeutic efficacy of NPs**

3.2.7.1. **On EC proliferation.** HUVECs were pre-transfected with NPs (62.5µg/mL) the day before, then the cells were incubated with CM for 3 days in a hypoxic (< 1% O₂, 5% CO₂ in nitrogen at 37°C) environment; a parallel plate was incubated in a normal oxygen environment. At each time point (1 and 3 days), MTS assays were performed to analyze the number of viable cells following the company (Promega)’s instructions. DNA quantification was also determined using Picogreen assays. Cells treated with CM containing 25ng/mL VEGF and CM only served as positive and negative controls, respectively.

3.2.7.2. **On EC protection from ROS species.** Pre-transfected HUVECs seeded in 48 wells (as previously stated) were washed and replenished with 200µM H₂O₂ in CM for 1 and 3 days at 37°C. Cells + H₂O₂ served as negative control while quiescent cells without H₂O₂ exposure served as a positive control. After each time point, cell viability was confirmed via MTS assays.
3.2.7.3. On the ability of treated cells to induce angiogenesis. Tubular structure formation on matrigels were performed as previously described.[226-228] Pre-transfected HUVECs were seeded onto low basement membrane matrigels with basal media. Cells were incubated in hypoxia (<1% O₂, 5% CO₂ in nitrogen at 37°C) for 8 hours. Non-transfected cells (NT) and cells exposed to 25 ng/mL of VEGF served as negative and positive controls, respectively. After 8 hours, phase contrast microscopy was performed to obtain and analyze the level of tubes formed. Quantification of the sprouting length and density was analyzed using Image J analysis software.

3.2.7.4. On EC migration. In 96 well plates, pre-transfected HUVECs were scratched to create a wound, and the wound closure assays was assessed as previously described.[294] In brief, cells were washed with PBS and incubated in basal media for 24 hours at 37°C after scratching. The initial distance (time 0) was recorded and the wound closure distance by migrating cells within 24 hours was studied and recorded over time. Cells without treatment in CM served as negative control while cells exposed to media containing 25 ng/mL VEGF were positive control. Measurements of distance closure were determined via phase contrast microscopy and Image J analysis.

3.2.8. Mouse ischemic hindlimb. Mice (male and female) (6-8 months old) were purchased from Charles River Laboratory (Wilmington, MA) and kept on a standard chow diet. Hindlimb ischemia (HLI) was generated as previously described.[295] Briefly, mice were securely taped down in a supine position before they were shaved, cleaned with iodine solution and 70% alcohol solution and anesthetized by isofluorane inhalation (2%) before and during surgery. Animals were administered analgesic (1µg buprenorphine /g animal weight) before surgery.
HLI was created by making an incision on the skin at the upper front thigh region. Subcutaneous fat tissues were carefully separated to expose the femoral artery. Three distal tie-offs were made on the femoral artery using sutures. Incisions were closed using bioresorbable sutures. All animals were left to recover, and observation of ischemic toes and limping were detected before returning to their assigned cages. All tests were carried out following the animal study protocol approved by the institutional animal care and use committee (IACUC) at the University of Texas at Arlington.

3.2.9. Treatment and evaluation of NPs in mouse limb ischemia. For intramuscular injections, cDNA plasmids incorporated with or without NPs were suspended in 100 µL sterile injection water and injected into 4 different sites in the ischemic hindlimb (2 front, 2 back on the thigh muscle distal to ligation) with a 27-gauge needle 5 days after femoral artery ligation. Sham-operated control animals were subjected to the same surgical protocol and administered with the same volume of sterile water.

3.2.10. Laser doppler perfusion imaging (LDPI). LDPI and necrosis score were performed before and post injury to confirm proper ligation of arteries as previously described. Blood flow perfusion and color-coded images were recorded after 0, 2, 5 and 12 days. The blood flow ratio of the ischemic limb (left)/non-ischemic limb (right) was measured and determined using a laser doppler perfusion imager (Perimed). Mice were monitored by serial scanning of surface blood flow of the hindlimbs before ligation, just after ligation, and on day 0, 2, 5, 12 post NP treatment. Color coded images confirmed impaired and current blood flow as well as reperfusion over time. Assessment of ischemic tissue damage and loss was performed with 1= no necrosis or defect, 2= skin necrosis or toe amputation, 3= forefoot amputation as previously described. Outcomes of all mice were observed and recorded.
3.2.11. **Tissue recovery via treadmill endurance test.** At various time points post treatment (day 0, 2, 6 and 13), all mice were challenged with an acute exercise (maximal endurance) as previously described. Before beginning the exercise, mice were acclimated to the treadmill for 3 mins and held constant at 10m/min. exhaustion was defined as when the mouse spent more than 30 consecutive seconds on the shock grid without trying to reengage the treadmill. The maximal running distances (in m) and number of stimulations were recorded.

3.2.12. **Therapeutic effectiveness of NPs in vivo**

3.2.12.1. **Quantification of capillary density, maturity and biomarkers for ECs.** Two weeks post treatment, all mice were sacrificed, then organs and ischemic limb tissues were retrieved. Gastrocnemius muscles were fixed at 4% paraformaldehyde and embedded in optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound, and 10 µm thickness cross sections were immunohistochemically stained for smooth muscle actin (SMA) to assess arteriole density, CD34 to assess EPC recruitment and CD31 to assess endothelization of vascular structures (Santacruz biotech) and analyzed using microscopy and image J software technique. For comparison among the various treatment groups, a count of capillary/ratio was carried out. Histological evaluation of the muscle tissue was achieved by staining with hematoxylin and eosin (H & E) and performed to examine muscle degeneration and tissue fibrosis in the ischemic regions.

3.2.12.2. **Expression of Epo, Epo, and other angiogenic proteins.** Organs and tibialis anterior muscles in mice were harvested and lyzed to determine the protein profiles. Quantification of the expressed Epo and EpoR was tested via ELISA assays to support the expression levels of
molecules associated with angiogenesis and the EpoR/Epo pathway. Protein quantification via Bradford protein assays (Biorad) was performed before running lysed tissue extracts on an SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis. The protein bands were later transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Biorad) and electrophoresed at 90V for 1 hour. After overnight membrane blockage using 5% milk solution, the nitrocellulose membrane was treated with primary and secondary antibodies against EpoR, VEGF, NG2, phosphorylated STAT-3 (pSTAT-3), HIF-1α[224] and GAPDH (control) proteins.

3.2.12.3. Biodistribution of NPs. PLGA loaded DiD NPs were injected intramuscularly into the ischemic limb. The ex vivo fluorescent imaging system was utilized to image the NPs treated mice at designated time intervals. At each time point (0 and 4 hours), mice were sacrificed, and tracking of NPs at various organs (e.g. lung, liver, kidneys, spleen, heart, blood) were confirmed by emitted fluorescence of the ex vivo imager. Following imaging of animals, organs were harvested and lyzed for the presence of fluorescent NPs via spectrophotometry. Quantification of NPs distribution were determined by the emitted fluorescence from other tissues at final time point to that same tissue of initial time point and expressed as a percentage of injected NPs per gram of tissues.

3.3. Results
3.3.1. Characterization of NPs.

In this study, we prepared EpoR and RopE NPs using poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) and PEI polymers. Results from DLS (Table 3.1) and TEM (Figure 3.1A) confirmed that most of NPs had average diameter size <200nm. EpoR and RopE NPs consisted of a biphasic release with an initial burst released followed by a control release for 21 days (Figure 3.1B). In solutions
of saline, NPs were observed to be stable as they maintained their original size after 72 hours of exposure (Figure 3.1C).

Table 3. 1. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis of NPs and loading efficiency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLGA-PEI</th>
<th>Size (nm)</th>
<th>Zeta potential (mV)</th>
<th>Polydispersity (PDI)</th>
<th>Loading efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empty vector NPs</td>
<td>199 ± 39</td>
<td>14 ± 1.02</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EpoR NPs</td>
<td>199 ± 41</td>
<td>16 ± 1.07</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RopE NPs</td>
<td>209 ± 10</td>
<td>6 ± 6.25</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EpoR/RopE NPs</td>
<td>178 ± 49</td>
<td>7 ± 0.67</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. 1. Characterization of EpoR and RopE NPs. A) TEM image of EpoR/RopE NPs. B) Stability of NPs in saline (0.09%) and C) Release profile of NPs in PBS pH 7.4 overtime.

3.3.2. *In vitro* properties of EpoR and RopE NPs.

The cytotoxicity of synthesized particles were tested on HUVECs for a duration of 24 hours. MTS analysis confirmed that cells maintained over 80% viability after 24 hours of exposure to these NPs. LDH assay analysis also demonstrated low toxicity in cells exposed
to NPs (data not shown) confirming that our particles are cyto-compatible (Figure 3.2A). Transfected HUVECs were seen expressing GFP vector upon NP uptake (Figure 3.2B). When exposed to whole blood, there was less than 1% red blood cell lysis observed (Figure 3.2C). This confirms that our nanoparticles are safe for use in vivo. Following treatment with plasmid nanoparticles, we wanted to confirm the amount of DNA expressed by each group to that of controls. EpoR/RopE group demonstrated to have the highest DNA content when compared to that of other groups, including the control group (Figure 3.2D).

Figure 3.2. In vitro characterization of EpoR and Rope NPs. A) 24 hours cyto-compatibility of NPs by MTS; cells without NPs treatment served as controls. B) ECs expressing GFP vector with DAPI nuclei stain; cells without NPs treatment served as controls. C) Hemolytic properties of NPs. Blood exposed to water and saline served as positive and negative control respectively. D) Total DNA ratio of HUVECs treated with NPs. Cells that were not exposed to NPs served as controls.
3.3.3. *In vitro* therapeutic efficacy of NPs on ECs

EpoR NPs, RopE NPs, and EpoR/RopE NPs have demonstrated to participate in cell proliferation in both hypoxic and normoxic environments. We observed that following a change in oxygen levels, cells treated with EpoR NPs, RopE NPs and EpoR/RopE NPs showed to significantly improve cell viability when compared to that of control groups and empty vector NPs (Figure 3.3A). Further analysis of these synthesized NPs and their roles in protecting cells in the presence of ROS species such as H$_2$O$_2$ was confirmed. All groups of DNA nanoparticles demonstrated to protect cells under stressed conditions (exposure o 200µM H$_2$O$_2$) (Figure 3.3B). Additionally, pre-transfected cells by all 3 NPs significantly improved cell migration when compared to the NT and other control groups. Initial wound distance closure by EpoR/RopE NPs (100%) was comparable to that of VEGF and showed a synergistic effect within 24 hours (Figure 3.3C). Major induction of angiogenesis via tube formation was also observed in all groups when compared to that of negative control groups (Figure 3.3D). Our EpoR/RopE NPs induced higher tube formation compared to that of VEGF, a positive control.
Figure 3. In vitro therapeutic efficacy activities of NPs on ECs. A) Cell proliferation. B) Cell protection in stressed environment C) EC migration via wound scratch assays and D) tube formation on matrigel of endothelial cells.
3.3.4. Tissue recovery via laser doppler perfusion and treadmill endurance test.

LDPI was used to monitor the recovery of blood flow in the mice. As a result, LDPI of the footpad compared perfusion in the ischemic limb to the non-ischemic contralateral limb (Figure 3.4A). In EpoR NPs, RopE NPs, and EpoR/RopE NPs-treated mice, perfusion of the ischemic leg started to regain blood flow as early as 5 days in animals compared to those of sham and empty vector NPs (Figure 3.4A), and continued to improve throughout the study (Figure 3.4B). Animals treated with EpoR/RopE NPs regain strength with significantly greater treadmill maximal endurance at 14 days (Figure 3.4C).

Figure 3.4. Recovery from hindlimb ischemia after treatment with NPs. A) Representative images of Balb/C ischemic (left) and non-ischemic (right) limb on day 0, 2, 5, 12 following NPs treatment. In color coded illustrations, red indicates normal perfusion, blue indicates reduced blood flow and black indicates a marked reduction in blood flow in in the ischemic hindlimb. B) Time course of the ischemic-to-control leg blood flow ratio in the hindlimb. The blood flow of the ischemic hindlimb is expressed as the ratio between the perfusion of the ischemic limb and the uninjured limb. C) In mice, EpoR NPs, RopE NPs and EpoR/RopE NPs resulted in significantly greater endurance as compared to that of sham, empty vector NPs or free EpoR/RopE.
3.3.5. **Histology of the gastrocnemius muscle.**

To confirm whether EpoR related reagents are beneficial in stimulating angiogenesis, 14 days after treatment with NPs, we assessed angiogenesis as a function of CD-31+ (PECAM-1) expression in ischemic muscles. ([Figure 3.5A](#)). CD-31+ is known to be involved in the signalling, adhesion and motility of ECs during vascular reconstruction. Little to no CD-31+ was expressed by sham and empty vector NP groups. Furthermore, EpoR NPs showed higher CD-31+ expression when compared to that of RopE NPs, free EpoR/RopE and VEGF groups. In addition, EpoR/RopE NPs resulted in a significant increase in CD-31+ capillary structures. These results suggest that EpoR/RopE NPs improves and stimulates angiogenesis which further enhances the restoration of blood perfusion in the ischemic hindlimb mouse.

Histological analysis of ischemic hindlimb tissues were further analyzed to confirm therapeutic efficacy of EpoR related reagents and immune responses ([Figure 3.5B](#)). Tissue damage caused by ischemia and infiltration of inflammatory cells were observed in groups of sham and empty vector NPs. More vascular networks were observed in free EpoR/RopE treated muscles than that of the VEGF group. EpoR NPs and RopE NPs showed to preserve muscle tissue integrity and formed some vascular networks connecting tissues and superior to that of VEGF or free EpoR/RopE. EpoR/RopE NPs showed remarkable therapeutic effects by enhancing vascular tubal structures and inhibited inflammatory cell recruitment the injury site.
Figure 3.5. Histological analysis of hindlimb treated with NPs. Representative images of cross section (5µm) of hindlimb ischemia with A) double immunochemistry staining using CD-31 (red) and DAPI (blue) and B) Hematoxylin and eosin stains to observe therapeutic angiogenesis and immune responses.

3.3.6. Western blot analysis.

The reperfusion of blood flow to an ischemic tissue is vastly due to the influences of angiogenic growth factors and cytokines. We, therefore, tested the effects EpoR related reagents have on the expression of EpoR, pSTAT-3 and NG2 (Figure 3.6). At 14 days post treatment, pSTAT-3 expression was upregulated in the gastrocnemius muscle after ischemia in
all groups except for muscles from sham and empty vector NP groups. Treatment of free EpoR/RopE and VEGF showed lower expression of pSTAT-3 when compared to that of EpoR NPs, RopE NPs, and EpoR/RopE NPs. NG2 is cytokine involved in key signalling pathways of angiogenesis and as a marker presented on blood vessels confirming blood vessel maturation. We assessed its expression following ischemic treatment and observed that its expression was highest in EpoR/RopE NPs-treated muscles. Lastly, EpoR expression was upregulated in muscles injected with EpoR NPs.

Figure 3.6. The effect of EpoR related reagents on angiogenesis -regulatory gene expression in the ischemic gastrocnemius muscle. Gene expression of pSTAT-3, NG-2, EpoR and GAPDH (control).

3.3.7. In vivo and ex vivo tracking of post intramuscular injection in hindlimb muscle.

Noninvasive in vivo and and invasive ex vivo fluorescence imaging were taken 30 mins and 24 hours post intramuscular injection of dyes-loaded NPs (Figure 3.7A-B). Images confirmed that NPs remained in ischemic muscles 24 hrs post injection with no detection of dyes, DiD, in other organs such as heart, lungs, liver, spleen, kidneys, and non-ischemic limb. However, parallel testing of free DiD injection in ischemic muscle
confirmed distribution to the tail as early as 30 mins and by 24 hours, some traces of DiD were detected in organs such as spleen and kidneys (data not shown). This confirms that by applying nanoparticles, therapeutic reagents are protected and made available to tissues to produce therapeutic changes.

![Figure 3. 7 Biodistribution of NPs in ischemic mice. DiD-PLGA NPs were injected in the ischemic muscle. Biodistribution baseline was set at T=30mins. No dye DiD was traced in other organs 24 hours after injection. This confirms that intramuscular injection using nanoparticles is an improved method of treatment administration.]

3.4. Discussion

In this work, we have reported for the first time, the applications of nanoparticles for delivering a sense and anti-sense cDNA of the same gene for therapeutic angiogenesis to treat PAD. The present work showed the therapeutic effectiveness of EpoR NPs, RopE NPs, and EpoR/RopE NPs in inducing angiogenesis in vitro and its significant reduction in lower leg ischemia post 2 weeks of treatment in hindlimb mice, implying a novel noninvasive therapeutic approach in treating PAD. There are quite a few reports on the gene therapy towards angiogenesis; however, their performance has come short in clinical trials. We demonstrated that 1) PLGA NPs loaded with cDNA plasmids (EpoR, RopE, EpoR/RopE) are stable, hemo-
compatible, biocompatible, good transfection vehicles with biphasic sustained release properties. 2) The released EpoR and RopE plasmids from nanoparticles and their expressed proteins remain functional in endothelial cells where they were involved in facilitating cell proliferation, enhancing cell protection in stressed environment, stimulating EC migration, and facilitating EC tube formation. 3) EpoR NPs, RopE NPs, and EpoR/RopE NPs have proven to effectively stimulate angiogenesis in ischemic mice hindlimb.

Gene therapy via PEI and various cDNA plasmids is being investigated as a potential approach for therapeutic angiogenesis where by endogenous tissues are regenerate and blood flow reperfused. Despite its commonness, these nucleic acid molecules are often delivered naked (free solution) or using viral vectors; hence limiting their performance due to their inability to penetrate through the cell membrane, enzymatic degradation, immunogenicity concerns, and their low performance in reducing amputation rates in CLI patients. To overcome the challenges, we apply nanoparticles as carriers of EpoR, Rope and EpoR/Rope cDNA for delivery to treat PAD. EpoR is a hypoxia induce gene with paracrine/autocrine functions of protecting cells in depleted oxygen environment, facilitating angiogenesis, and preventing apoptosis amongst many; therefore, a clinical therapeutic approach targeting the stimulation of pro-angiogenic proteins could be especially efficient in treating PAD. To preserve the bioactivity and nature of these cDNA, we initially load the cDNA unto PEI polymer via electrostatic bonding. PEI is a prominent organic cationic polymer, highly exploited for its in-vitro and in vivo transfection efficacy. As a non-viral vector, it is exploited for nucleic acids (pDNA, siRNA, mRNA) transfer into cells with efficiency and toxicity depended on polymer molecular weight. In this study, we used branched, low molecular weight (1.2kDa) PEI with primary, secondary and tertiary amine groups, which serve as functionalizing regions to load more nucleic acid molecules. PEI’s cationic nature permits its forming of spherical complexes with cDNA molecules via electrostatic bonding,
leading to more cDNA loading and membrane permeability. This creates a “proton sponge” effect by escaping lysosomal degradation and improve cDNA translocation to the nucleus.\[234\]

PLGA NPs have been developed and commonly used for gene therapy to treat PAD. The formed cDNA-PEI complex was eventually used in the double emulsion PLGA NP fabrication process. PLGA, a well-known, FDA approved, biodegradable polymer possesses good encapsulation and degradation properties.\[203\] Through hydrolysis, this polymer decomposes into metabolite monomers (lactic acid and glycolic acid) that are produced during cellular metabolism. PLGA NPs’ biocompatibility characteristics are demonstrated with more than 80% HUVECs viability even with concentrations as high as 2mg/mL. Furthermore, PLGA NPs have higher cDNA plasmid loading efficiency with the use of PEI with 77% (EpoR NP), 83% (RopE NP) and 81% (EpoR/RopE NP) encapsulation, average size ~200nm, this corresponds to previous loading\[305\] and diameter size of PLGA NPs.\[306\] The release rate of EpoR NPs (77%), RopE NPs (72%) and EpoR/RopE NPs (100%) over 21 days supports the minimum time needed for stimulating angiogenesis.\[307\] Moreover, EpoR NPs, ROPE NPs and EpoR/RopE NPs have proven to be hemo-compatible with <1% RBC lysis when compared to that of control groups. Following transfection, EpoR/RopE NPs treated cells expressed 2.5 ng DNA, whereas EpoR NPs expressed 1.5 ng DNA and ROPE NPs showed around 0.5 ng DNA to that of control. This confirms that EpoR/RopE has synergistic properties despite being complementary strands to one another.

To achieve efficient angiogenesis, single or co-transfection of therapeutic genes have been examined. We have achieved significant higher levels of cell proliferation from EpoR NPs, RopE NPs, and EpoR/RopE NPs when incubated at normal oxygen levels. However, we saw even higher cell proliferation when transfected HUVECs are exposed to reduced oxygen levels. This is because EpoR, just like HIF is a hypoxia inducible gene\[308\] whose activation/expression modifies the biological cell and/or tissue behavior (e.g. proliferation)
in hypoxic conditions. Although VEGF is well known for its mitogenic potential, stimulate angiogenesis and inhibit apoptosis, low endogenous VEGF levels in injured vasculature can’t accomplish the task of angiogenesis, leading to report of poor clinical outcomes with very little reduction in patients’ amputation rate. Therefore, via nanoparticles, gene delivery via EpoR, and RopE has been sustained and shown encouraging results. Yang et al. transfected EPCs with plasmid VEGF NPs and 40 times higher protein expression was observed when compared to that of control groups. Furthermore, due to splicing, the various isoforms of VEGF provide mitogenic effects on ECs. EpoR a hematopoietic receptor protein, has been discovered to be endogenously expressed in endothelial cells. Its expression leads to the secretion of Epo protein and the latter has been reported to have synergistic role with VEGF. Even though there is no literature stating the biological function of RopE, as per the present study, we can confirm that EpoR NPs, RopE NPs and EpoR/RopE NPs facilitate endothelial cell proliferation.

We demonstrated that EpoR/RopE NPs, EpoR NPs, and RopE NPs lead to endothelial cell protection in the presence of H₂O₂ up to 3 days exposure. EpoR/RopE NPs, EpoR NPs and RopE NPs had >100% cell protection by day 1. By day 3, EpoR/RopE NPs and RopE NPs maintained a viability above 100% while cell viability in the group exposed to EpoR NPs decreased but remained > 80%. Free EpoR/RopE group-maintained cell viability up to ~ 40% compared to that (20%) of cells exposed to nothing (non-treatment). The EC protection of EpoR and RopE in the presence of ROS might be involved with the following mechanisms: the inactivation of pro-inflammatory cytokines (e.g TNF) and inflammatory pathways (e.g. p38 MAPK). Besides, small molecules such as nitric oxide donor and anti-oxidants also provide cell protection under stress conditions as reiterated by another study in our lab where PLGA-SA-2 NPs were used to produce NO, to provide cell protection, and to stimulate angiogenesis of HUVECs in an oxidatively stressed environment. This NO signaling
pathway might also be involved in the cell protection effects of EpoR and RopE under stress conditions.

Although much on the complex nature of angiogenesis is yet to be fully revealed, cell migration remains an important component to the process. The EpoR/Epo pathway is involved in the mobilization of endogenous progenitor cells in angiogenesis.\textsuperscript{315} It is well documented that there exists a lien between the EpoR/Epo pathway and VEGF expression.\textsuperscript{242} As a hypoxia dependent growth factor, HIF has been reported for its wound healing and angiogenic potential.\textsuperscript{316} In the current work, we observe the synergistic cell migration boost role of EpoR/RopE NPs in HUVECs as it demonstrated a performance outstanding compared to that of a positive control group (VEGF protein). RopE NP-transfected cells showed the second highest cell migrating distance while EpoR NP-transfected cells had the lowest migrating distance of all 3 groups. The boost in EC migration performance was significantly higher than groups of NT or empty vector NPs. Epo has been reported to have some stimulatory influence by increasing in VEGF expression and promote cell migration in diabetic injured mice.\textsuperscript{243} Applying exogenous cDNA transcripts of EpoR and RopE via NPs, a healing boost is definite. Other methods have been exploited in plasmid delivery for cell migration. Electroporation of hCAP-18/LL-37 plasmid in hindlimb ischemic mice model resulted in an upregulation of VEGF.\textsuperscript{317, 318}

When endothelial cells are exposed to hypoxia, upregulation of various angiogenic proteins is eminent causing an increase in the number of tubes formed.\textsuperscript{319} With hypoxia being a stimulator of angiogenesis, neo-vessel formation in ECs is inevitable. This is because activation of regulatory growth factors such as VEGF results in the inhibition of pro-apoptotic signals within that cell and its surrounding tissues. 28 days post administration of VEGF plasmid NPs in mice, higher micro-vessel density was observed than groups of saline or naked VEGF plasmids.\textsuperscript{320} In addition, VEGF is a dependent growth factor that requires the input of
other proteins or nucleic acids to achieve significant angiogenesis.\textsuperscript{321} EpoR expression is said to influence endogenous VEGF levels.\textsuperscript{322} Increase in tube formation by EpoR and Rope cDNA plasmids could be explained by the augmented bioavailability of EpoR and RopE to cells causing higher positive feedback mechanism in the EpoR pathway, which in turns results in more VEGF production observed in our study.\textsuperscript{292} More recently, VEGF plasmid/apelin NPs resulted in higher and more compacted tube formation than that of VEGF plasmid alone,\textsuperscript{277} while co-delivery of bFGF and VEGF nanogels to EPC-formed tubes whereas alone of without either one did not lead to any observed tube formation.\textsuperscript{278} This confirms that despite being a major player in angiogenesis, VEGF and FGF levels are dependent on other factors. In our study, animals treated with EpoR/RopE NPs improved hindlimb ischemia, demonstrating a novel therapy for CLI. Similar to our results, FGF plasmid delivery via magnesium-PLGA NPs have also been reported for therapeutic angiogenesis,\textsuperscript{255} 4 weeks sustained release of FGF led to blood flow reperfusion and post ischemic angiogenesis in rat hindlimb. Moreover, other nucleic acids such as RNA transcripts have been exploited in effecting angiogenesis in ischemic tissues.\textsuperscript{323} Aside from plasmid cDNA, mRNA molecules have also been applied in gene therapy. miR-126-PLGA NPs was recently reported to increase capillary and arteriolar density whereas miR-126-PLGA NPs demonstrated significantly higher than that of sham and free miR-126.\textsuperscript{324}

3.5. Limitation

In the present work, we did not observe consistent synergistic effects in the co-delivery of EpoR and RopE cDNA. Synergism of EpoR/Rope NPs was observed in the total DNA expression levels and cell migration studies. Even though there was no significant difference observed in cell proliferation, cell protection, and tube formation, of all 3 NP groups, EpoR/RopE NPs produced better outcomes when compared to that of EpoR NPs and RopE
NPs. Also, even though we used a low molecular weight PEI, in our cDNA plasmid-loaded PLGA NPs, we observe higher chances of toxicity following cell exposure. This is because PEI is not a biodegradable polymer, so it remains in the cell causing stress within that cell.\cite{325} However, this can be modified by either ester conjugation or by addition of disulfide linkage such as dithiobis (succinimidylpropionate) or dimethyl-3', 3'-dithiobispropionimidate,\cite{326} making them biodegradable.

3.6. Conclusion and future work

Thus far, a biodegradable nanoparticle for sense and antisense DNA of EpoR transcript delivery was synthesized for therapeutic angiogenesis. The nanoparticle demonstrated to have a biphasic release with a controlled rease of both DNA transcripts over time. When compared to single DNA delivery or free DNA, the combination DNA transcript showed higher efficacy, however, even though significance wasn’t observed, we are hypothesizing that maybe in longer time points the synergistic effect of the combination DNA nanoparticles vs single DNA nanoparticles might be observed. All DNA groups have demonstrated to be involved in cell proliferation, protection and angiogenic tube formation. This gives us hope for further assessment of the therapeutic role of these transcripts in effecting therapeutic angiogenesis with minimum undesirable effects.
CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

To summarize, we have discussed how nanoparticles can be applied towards PAD. In the first chapter, we elaborated the different methods that nanoparticles could be applied for detection, treatment and theranostics of PAD. We progressed with the next chapters in assessing the therapeutic superiority of single versus combinations of recombinant protein ligand (Epo) and its receptor (EpoR) in stimulating angiogenesis. Lastly, we applied nanoparticles towards gene therapy in ischemic muscles using sense and anti-sense cDNA plasmids and assessed their interactions in inducing angiogenesis both \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo}.

With nanoparticles for protein delivery and gene therapy, we formulated similar NP sizes across all groups, and from \textit{in vitro} analysis, we confirmed that Epo NPs, EpoR NPs and EpoR/Epo NPs showed promising efficacy towards vascular reconstruction. \textit{In vitro} analysis for therapeutic properties were similar across the board for all 3 NPs. Despite similar performance by Epo NPs, EpoR NPs, and EpoR/Epo NPs, we chose to further our research by applying gene therapy. We selected gene-gene therapy over gene-protein delivery because no synergisms was observed in the group of EpoR/Epo NPs.

In applying NPs for gene therapy, more proteins are expressed by cells, which would enhance the proangiogenic growth factors needed to restore vascular functions. When tested in small animal models, these plasmid loaded nanoparticles started restoring tissues as early as 5 days following NP administration. We also observed that these EpoR/RopE NPs could produce higher capillary density in ischemic tissues than the single EpoR NPs or RopE NPs. We can state that these combination plasmid cDNA NPs (EpoR/RopE NPs) can be used as an alternative non-invasive PAD treatment. The EpoR and RopE NPs successfully demonstrated
to enhance cell proliferation, sustain cell viability in oxidative stressed conditions, boost cellular migration and increase blood reperfusion in ischemic mice limbs. These results support our hypothesis that EpoR/RopE NPs will induce angiogenesis in vitro and in vivo.

With the above stated outstanding properties, this work still faces some limitations. First, the nanoparticle are designed solely to suit intramuscular injection. The lack of targeting for specificity by the nanoparticle makes it limited for other administration routes. However, this can be corrected by targeting using antibodies such as HIF-1α and EpoR to bind mainly to ischemic tissues through intravenous injection. Based on the encouraging results from this work, future studies will concentrate on the administration of the NPs in larger animal PAD models.
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